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Director’s Message

It gives me immense pleasure in releasing the 

institute magazine for the academic year 2013- 

2014. It has been published with an aim to provide an 

opportunity to the students to showcase their skills to 

the world outside and among their social group. 

Teachers have a significant contribution in 

enhancing the overall content of this magazine.

Looking back since the establishment of the institute 

there are numerous stages through which it has 

evolved. Now I am proud to say that it is recognized 

as one of the best institute imparting quality 

education and nurturing moral values in students. 

The students gain excellence not only in academics 

but also in a host of extra-curricular activities 

ranging from sports to cultural events and social 

services.

The college magazine stands as a mirror that reflects 

the institute activities, creativity, interest, hard work 

and dedication of students. I thank the editorial team 

and students for their keen efforts in bringing up the 

magazine “ACCOLADE - 2014”

Dr. Daniel Penkar
Director (SBPIM)
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Editorial Message 

How aptly Sir William Wordsworth has penned the true plight of modern life! If we really spare some time for 
ourselves amidst our routine chores, tight schedules and look deep within, a hidden artist will definitely pop up! The 
magazine is the perfect medium to explore the hidden art and exhibit it to the outside world. 
“ACCOLADE 2014” is not merely a collection of articles or a summary of events or an album of photographs; but a 
product of the cumulative efforts, strong devotion and bubbling enthusiasm of all the students of the magazine 
committee, especially the editorial board. It reflects the creative vision and literary talent of the staff and the 
students. It is the mirror of the college activities and accomplishments in various arenas.
We take this opportunity to wholeheartedly thank Director, Dr. Daniel Penkar, for giving us an opportunity to 
perform this mammoth task. We would appreciate the contribution of all our colleagues, students and the non-
teaching staff as well, throughout the journey of “ACCOLADE 2014”.
Last, but not the least, we acknowledge the pains taken by all those behind-the-stage, whose efforts have helped to 
get the magazine its present shape and form.
We wish you all Happy Reading!

Dr. Hansraj Thorat,

(Cheif Editor)

Prof. Sneha Alan,

(Editor)

Prof. Kajal Maheshwari,

(Editor)

Mr. Prasad Bahirat

(Student Editor)

Dear Readers,

It gives us immense pleasure to hand over “ACCOLADE 2014” to all its readers.
What a Life, full of care,

We have no time to stand and stare.

“We thank everyone who have contributed directly or 
indirectly for the successful 5 years completion of SBPIM”
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Success of SBPIM
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Success of SBPIM
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Celebration
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st Class Photos – MBA 1 Year

stMBA 1  year – Div A

st
MBA 1  year – Div  B

stMBA 1  year – Div  C
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ndClass Photos – MBA 2  year

ndMBA 2  year 
Finance, Marketing, IT, IB

nd
MBA 2  year - HR
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National and State Level Seminar 

NATIONAL  on “Role of SMEs in Future Economic Development”LEVEL SEMINAR

STATE LEVEL SEMINAR on “Using Apps for  Business Management” 
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My Life @SBPIM

Let me take this opportunity to introduce my life 

@SBPIM and share all my “khatte-mitte” experiences 

and take you through a roller –coaster ride.

      Having least knowledge about the college, 

faculties and trend, stepped into the college.. where I 

could find the hustle-hurly-burly activities of 

students coming to and fro for admissions, 

enquiries and faculties all on their tips and toes 

providing information and getting admissions done.

I was also one amongst those candidates who was 

looking out for a Management Course. To be blessed 

or finding myself in distress, the faculty whom I 

approached with my parents to be very specific were 

Sneha mam and Kajal mam within sometime I came 

to found out that my parents already knew Sneha 

mam and were very good friends just due to 

communication gap were not aware of her working 

at this college…

I mentioned Distress because I was the most 

notorious, back bencher and blacklisted student 

during my graduation and the very thought of 

getting complaints directly to my parents was like 

“Cosh in my throat”… However things went 

smoothly and faculty seemed to be like helping 

hands and finally admitted in college.

To my surprise…. Yes I can call it a surprise…after 

being forcefully pushed by Kajal mam to participate 

in competitions… and here's the surprise… “Wining 

Miss Freshers Award”.. A student who was once least 

interested in College activities getting a award was 

like.. ”Student of The Year Award”.. hahaha…. My life 

seemed to be drastically changed after this.. it was a 

huge paradigm shift or the turning point of my life 

unlike others who consider SSC as their turning 

point of life ..hehehe…I started knowing my hidden 

potential..my interest.. my capabilities..my 

intertia..participated in various inter college events 

and started winning prizes as well yuhuuu…….. Yes 

Management students can call it “SWOT Analysis”….  

There was no look back after this… ”In Management 

Terms I was on Cumulative Frequency” hahaha..

Being encouraged and inspired by our very own 

Director specially recalling his honored statement 

“Students are Brand Ambassadors of college and 

VIP's on Campus” I had already started feeling like a 

star… all the energy Booster faculties long list to add 

and my mates with a collective support “I was High-

Over-Heels”..

    From passive to active from back bencher to 

sticking on the first bench..and to the most wanted 

student of the college..Hypothetical (hahhaha)….

SBPIM has turned me into a “Cordon Bleu”..

 Isha Bhatia 
MBA Part - II
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Life @ SBPIM

Dear all,

No combination of 26 letters can ever describe the 2 years of my life at this college. This is an attempt to the best 

of my abilities to show you how wonderful and terrific this journey has been.

 This topic took me down the memory lane. I ran through my induction program, fresher's party, teacher's day 

celebration, Anyokti, Zing and much more all in one breathe. I thought of various topics which I could highlight 

while writing this article. I wondered whether to write about my teachers, our college culture, our academic 

achievements, our cultural activities and so on….. But ultimately I decided to write about how this journey of 

two years has given me the friendships of a lifetime and has been a path to self discovery.

Life at SBPIM has been a dynamic, fun filled and challenging journey which has always inspired me to be a better 

and improved version of me with each passing day. Teachers to me have been more like mentors and friends. I 

have shared notes, views and to much surprise even movie plans with my teachers. Semester one I was a 

studious girl. Semester two I was a cultural coordinator. Semester three I was a researcher. Semester four I was 

an initiator, a debater and a basketball student. This college has a distinct culture which allowed me to grow as a 

person. 

The most wonderful gift this college has given me has been friendship. I have found wonderful friends in some 

of my teachers and batch mates. I am gifted with innumerable memories which I will cherish for the rest of my 

life.

SBPIM as a college under the leadership of our dynamic director Dr. Daniel Penkar has been so wide on its view 

on education that it has room for any talent. Sir always said” I am here to create leaders and not followers”. This 

can be easily seen in the achievements of the institute under his guidance. Not only me but this philosophy also 

inspired various other students to expand their horizons.

SBPIM believes that every cloud has a silver lining and opportunities are always available to showcase your 

talent. You may be a singer, dancer, footballer, cook, artist, cricketer, anchor or an actor your talent will always 

be valued and awarded. This philosophy of the college helped me to discover my own true self.

By Ridhi Anand
MBA Part - II

God always like no know again & again what u 

want....

It is not that he forgets ur dreams,

But he loves to check ur passion towards ur desire.

Chaitali Sutar
MBA I
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Being Tiger!!

Any individual, who possesses a business, firm, or 

venture, is known as an entrepreneur. He or she is 

accountable for his/her development, the inherent 

risks and returns associated with him/her. 

Entrepreneurship is defined as the practice of 

beginning a new trade or reviving an existing 

business, for capitalizing on fresh opportunities. 

Normally, entrepreneurship is a difficult 

proposition as many new businesses fail to survive 

in their initial periods and never take off. Whatever 

may be the course of action, entrepreneurship has a 

lot of benefits both for the entrepreneurs and the 

society in which these businesses are carried out.

1. Opportunity to get control.

Owning a firm or a business endows the 

entrepreneurs with the independence and 

opportunity to control their own business. 

Entrepreneurship provides entrepreneurs a chance 

to take decisions according to their own wishes.

2. Offers a chance to make a difference

Some people begin and put a lot of effort just to 

make a difference in society.  This has given rise to 

the concept of social entrepreneurship, which is a 

recent phenomenon.

3. To reap high Profits

Reaping high profits by being an entrepreneur is one 

of the most important factors that motivate people 

to become one and take up all the challenges 

associated with it. The profits their companies and 

businesses make play a vital role in any decision 

made by entrepreneurs.

4. Helps people work to their full potential

Many entrepreneurs find their work to be extremely 

enjoyable. They consider their business as an 

instrument of self-actualization and self-expression.

5. Offers a chance to pursue their interests.

Most entrepreneurs don't believe their work to be 

actual work. Most of them establish businesses 

closely associated with their interests.

With all these benefits people now consider the 

alternative of running their own small businesses 

rather than doing jobs for others.

Prasad  Bahirat 
 MBA Part - II

Forever!!

The world is blossoming with new hope

Sparkling with new ray

The eyes are full with droplets

Sparkling with gay

What's there I see new... 

different from yesterday –today

I believe in tomorrow's to come, 

Who'll build my day

I see future in eyes that laugh all around

Wishes me prosper and life to enjoy throughout

I am happy that you are with me always though I 

see you or not

I feel you.. I believe that you are my part

The hope you gave me made me rich n sure..

And I always believe that you are always near..

Prasad Bahirat 
MBA Part - II
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India's 5 most successful Women CEO

1.Indra Nooyi - Current position: CFO, Pepsico

Indra Nooyi,56, is the current chairman and CFO of the second largest food 

and beverage business, PepsiCo. Born in Chennai, Indra did her Bachelor's in 

Science from Madras Christian College in 1974 and a Post Graduate Diploma 

in Management (MBA) from Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta in 1976.

3. Kiran Mazumdar Shaw - Current position: CMD, Biocon

Kiran,59, is the founder Chairman and Managing Director (CMD) of Biocon 

Limited. Born in Bangalore, Shaw completed her Bachelors in Zoology from 

Mount Carmel College, Bangalore University. She later did her post-

graduation in Malting and Brewing from Ballarat College, Melbourne 

University. Kiran received the prestigious Padma Shri (1989) and the Padma 

Bhushan (2005) 

4. Chanda Kochar - Current position: MD & CEO – ICICI Bank

Chanda Kochar, 51, is currently the MD & CEO of india's largest private bank 

i.e. ICICI Bank. Born in Rajasthan, Chanda got Masters Degree in Management 

Studies from Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai. She 

received the Wockhardt Gold Medal for Excellence in Management Studies as 

well as the J. N. Bose Gold Medal in Cost Accountancy.

2. Naina Lal Kidwai - Current position: Group General Manager  &

 Country Head – HSBC,India

Naina Lal Kidwai,55, is presently the Group General Manager and Country 

Head of HSBC India. Naina has a Bachelor's degree in Economics from Delhi 

university and an MBA from Harvard Business School. In fact, Kidwai was the 

first Indian woman to graduate from Harvard Business School.

Vaibhav Sawalkar
MBA Part - 1

Indu Jain,76, used to be the chairperson of India's largest and most powerful 

media house – The Times Group.  A strong votary of women's rights and 

women entrepreneurship, Indu contributed immensely to the growth of 

Times group. Now, her two sons Samir and Vineet are running the company.

5. Indu Jain - Designation – Chairperson (former), Times Group
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Successful People Who Failed At First

Not everyone who's 

on top today 

got there with 

success after success. 

Business Gurus
HENRY FORD

While Ford is today known for his innovative assembly line and American-made 

cars, he wasn't an instant success. In fact, his early businesses failed and left him 

broke five times before he founded the successful Ford Motor Company.

SOICHIRO HONDA

The billion-dollar business that is Honda began with a series of failures and 

fortunate turns of luck. Honda was turned down by Toyota Motor Corporation for a 

job after interviewing for a job as an engineer, leaving him jobless for quite some 

time.

He started making scooters of his own at home, and spurred on by his neighbors, 

finally started his own business
AKIO MORITA

You may not have heard of Morita but you've undoubtedly heard of his company, 

Sony. Sony's first product was a rice cooker that unfortunately didn't cook rice so 

much as burn it, selling less than 100 units.

This first setback didn't stop Morita and his partners as they pushed forward to 

create a multi-billion dollar company.

BILL GATES

Gates didn't seem like a shoe-in for success after dropping out of Harvard and 

starting a failed first business with Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen called Traf-O-

Data. While this early idea didn't work, Gates' later work did, creating the global 

empire that is Microsoft.

HARLAND DAVID SANDERS

Perhaps better known as Colonel Sanders of Kentucky Fried Chicken fame, 

Sanders had a hard time selling his chicken at first. In fact, his famous secret 

chicken recipe was rejected 1,009 times before a restaurant accepted it.
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Scientists and Thinkers
ALBERT EINSTEIN

Most of us take Einstein's name as synonymous with genius, but he didn't always 

show such promise.

Einstein did not speak until he was four and did not read until he was seven, 

causing his teachers and parents to think he was mentally handicapped, slow and 

anti-social. Eventually, he was expelled from school and was refused admittance 

to the Zurich Polytechnic School.

ISAAC NEWTON

Newton was undoubtedly a genius when it came to math, but he had some failings 

early on. He never did particularly well in school and when put in charge of running 

the family farm, he failed miserably, so poorly in fact that an uncle took charge and 

sent him off to Cambridge where he finally blossomed into the scholar we know 

today.

Inventors
THOMAS EDISON

In his early years, teachers told Edison he was "too stupid to learn anything." Work 

was no better, as he was fired from his first two jobs for not being productive 

enough.

Even as an inventor, Edison made 1,000 unsuccessful attempts at inventing the 

light bulb. Of course, all those unsuccessful attempts finally resulted in the design 

that worked.

ORVILLE AND WILBUR WRIGHT

These brothers battled depression and family illness before starting the bicycle 

shop that would lead them to experimenting with flight. After numerous attempts 

at creating flying machines, several years of hard work, and tons of failed 

prototypes, the brothers finally created a plane that could get airborne and stay 

there.

PUBLIC FIGURES
WINSTON CHURCHILL

This Nobel Prize-winning, twice-elected Prime Minster of the United Kingdom 

wasn't always as well regarded as he is today. Churchill struggled in school and 

failed the sixth grade.

After school he faced many years of political failures, as he was defeated in every 

election for public office until he finally became the Prime Minister at the ripe old 

age of 62.
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OPRAH WINFREY

Most people know Oprah as one of the most iconic faces on TV as well as one of the 

richest and most successful women in the world. Oprah faced a hard road to get to 

that position, however, enduring a rough and often abusive childhood as well as 

numerous career setbacks including being fired from 

her job as a television reporter because she was "unfit 

for tv."

It's hard to imagine film without the iconic Charlie Chaplin, but his act was initially 

rejected by Hollywood studio chiefs because they felt it was a little too nonsensical 

to ever sell.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

Athletes

MICHAEL JORDAN

Most people wouldn't believe that a man often lauded as the best basketball player 

of all time was actually cut from his high school basketball team. Luckily, Jordan 

didn't let this setback stop him from playing the game and he has stated, "I have 

missed more than 9,000 shots in my career. I have lost almost 300 games. On 26 

occasions I have been entrusted to take the game winning shot, and I missed. I have 

failed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed."

STAN SMITH

This tennis player was rejected from even being a lowly ball boy for a Davis Cup 

tennis match because event organizers felt he was too clumsy and uncoordinated. 

Smith went on to prove them wrong, showcasing his not-so-clumsy skills by 

winning Wimbledon, U. S. Open and eight Davis Cups.

BABE RUTH

ABRAHAM LINCOLN

While today he is remembered as one of the greatest leaders of America, Lincoln's 

life wasn't so easy. In his youth he went to war as captain and returned a private (if 

you're not familiar with military ranks, just know that private is as low as it goes.) 

Lincoln didn't stop failing there, however.

He started numerous failed business and was defeated in numerous runs he made 

for public office.

You probably know Babe Ruth because of his home run record (714 during his career), 

but along with all those home runs came a pretty hefty amount of strikeouts as well 

(1,330 in all). In fact, for decades he held the record for strikeouts. When asked about 

this he simply said, "Every strike brings me closer to the next home 
Anu Kurian
MBA Part - I
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Do You Know This Fact

1) Americans and Europeans spend U.S.$17 Billion per year on food for their 

pets.

2) Money sounds good but good sound makes money. 

3) Been to the disco, the world's largest discotheque was held at the Buffalo 

conversion centre New York in1979, 13000 people danced to create disco 

history.

4) The world's best selling most instruments is harmonium.

5) The compact disc was developing by Philips and Sony in1980.

6) Do not go where the path may dead, go instead where there is no path and 

leave a trail.

7) The Chinese first discovered tea; actually it was a Chinese Emperor who first tested the brew 

in2737B.C.

8) There are more than 10,000 varieties of tomatoes.

9) The first Ice-cream soda was sold in 1874 in the U.S.

10)  Queen Elizabeth of Britain sent her first mail in 1976.

11)  It feels good, to stand on ground and watch up high at your aim, But it feels best to stand up high and 

other watch you, as their aim.    

Namrata Gandhe 
 MBA Part - INNNN

Ratnadeep Bhalekar 
MBA Part - I

Nick Names of Places 

City of Cycles : Beijing

City of Dreaming Spires : Oxford

City of Eternal Springs : Quito (Ecuador)

City of Sky Scrappers : NewYork

City of Magnificent Distances : Washington D.C

City of Golden Gate : San Francisco(U.S.A)

City of Seven Hills : Rome (Italy)

Cockpit of Europe : Belgium

Copper Country : Zambia

Dark Continent : Africa

Empire City : New York (U.S.A)

Emerald Island : Ireland

Land of Thunder Bolt : Bhutan

Land of Thousand Elephants : Laos

Manchester of the Orient : Osaka

Land of Thunder Dragon : China

Nation of Thousand Hills : Rwanda

Pearl of Arabia : Bahrain

Pearl of Antilles : Cuba

Pillars of Hercules : Strait of Gibraltar

Playground of Europe : Switzerland

Quaker City of USA : Philadelphia,USA

Queen of the Adriatic : Venice, Italy

Roof of the World : Pamirs

Sorrow of China : River Huang Ho

Sickman of Europe : Turkey

Britain of the East : Japan

Britain of the South : New Zealand

Battle field of Europe : Belgium
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Famous Quotes

Shakespeare

"Never play with the feelings of others because you 

may win the game but the risk is that you will surely 

lose the person for a life time".

Napoleon

"The world suffers a lot. Not because of the violence 

of bad people, But because of the silence of good 

people!"

Einstein

"I am thankful to all those who said 'NO' to me, It's 

because of them I did it myself."

Abraham Lincoln

"If friendship is your weakest point then You are the 

strongest person in the world."

Shakespeare

"laughing faces do not mean that there is absence of 

sorrow! But it means that they have the

Ability to deal with it".

William Arthur

" Opportunities are like sunrises, if you wait too long 

you can miss them".

Ratnadeep Bhalekar 
MBA Part - INNNN

Hitler

"When you are in the light, everything follows you, 

but when you enter into the dark, even

Your own shadow doesn't follow you."

Shakespeare

"Coin always makes sound but the currency notes 

are always silent. So when your value increases keep 

quiet."

Change your Thinking…

When you change your Thinking

You change your Belief

When you change your Belief 

you Change your Expectations

When you change your Expectations

You change your Attitude

When you change your Attitude

You change your Behaviour

When you change your Behaviour

You change your Performance

When you change your Performance

You change your Life…..Abhinandan Dhanyakumar Girmal
MBA Part- I
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Importance of Silence!

vIs there any significant importance of silence? Can silence be creative? Can silence give us something? What 

would be life without silence? Is silence boring? Can you find something in silence? There is a lot in silence... 

listen... I mean see... 

vHow we communicate our deepest grief during a condolence meet 

vDuring a job interview, we need to keep silence sometimes, to get  through.

vDuring matrimonial interview, the family of the girl knows when they need to keep silence.

vDuring sales pitch the salesman knows when to keep silence.

vThe chef while opening up the secret of his/her recipe, keep silence so that the whole secret should not be 

out .

vPoliticians although at their fullest excitement keep silence sometimes in public.

vThe businessmen also keep silence on some questions at media interview.

vWhen couples talk about them with anybody know when to keep silence about them.

vWhen teacher teaches to students, the 

students needs to keep silence to listen 

carefully what is being said.

vThe teacher keeps silence during 

examinations of his/ her pupils, so that the 

productivity of the students should be 

maximum.

vSilence is one of the most important body 

language which never lies.

vIn place of silence if we utter something we 

spoil any game plan.

vAt time of military operation during attack.

vIn Class room, Operation theatre, 

Laboratory, Cinema hall, Planetarium etc. 

silence is absolute necessity.

vSilence plays the role of extinguisher during any fighting argument.

vIt has been said “Silence gives consent”.

vIt is our culture to keep silence in front of our seniors whether at home or in office.

v'Keep Silence' sign board we can see at various places and institutions.

v'No horn zones' are the important constituents of traffic signals.

vDuring Diwali festival night the new born baby, the elder and the sick people feel restlessness in absence of 

silence.

vMahadevi Varma once wrote “If we, human being were silent like the animals, maximum confrontations 

were resolved without any efforts!” 

vTo have a sound sleep we need silence.

vThe use of apt silence is one of the most important characteristics of cinema and music.
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vSilence breeds innovative ideas.

vBefore any important announcement we keep silence.

vDuring the court hearings silence plays an important role.

vDuring the last balls of any cricket matches you can observe the silence.

vIn the Pagodas and the Churches the maximum importance is given to the silence.

vThe saints used to go to the Himalaya in search of silence.

vWe came to this world silently.

vWe will depart from this world silently.

Vinay Kumar
Faculty - SBPIM

NNNN

Learning Through Summer Internship Project

The trend has changed, now a higher percentage of 

graduates join in MBA for their PG program. They do have 

their ambition and goal to achieve through MBA. The 

project done in MBA is really giving upper edge to 

students while going to face interviews. It is advisable to 

work with passion and learning attitude in a project. It is 

being observed that students take casually the project 

and later faces problem in the company.

A summer internship will always tell you about the 

company working style, strategies, culture, and attitude at work place and many more related to organizational 

behavior.

Let's take an example of MBA Marketing Project work. During the program student have lots of opportunity to 

learn from the market. While doing project marketing student can learn about Product, Price, Place, Promotion 

Strategies and Marketing Research Techniques. If the project work is done sincerely than it would be beneficial 

for company, college and student as well. The final report submitted by the student can be used by the company 

in doing market analysis, college can use it in clearing the concept to students as they have current data and 

students can use it while doing job. 

It is important to do the project with utmost care. It is necessary for the college to help their students in their 

projects and make sure that they are going to learn something from the project while undergoing the project. 

Students themselves understand the importance of project and do properly.

Rohit Singh
MBA Part -I
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Importance of Mentor in Life

1. A Mentor Will Get You Started 

When you want to accomplish the goal in life, a mentor is going to kick start you on the path to achieve it.  

2. Learn From Someone Who Walks the Walk

When you have a mentor, you are learning from someone who has already arrived at where you want to be.  

They know exactly what it takes to get there and what sacrifices need to be made. 

3. Build Your Confidence

Mentor helps in building self confidence and makes us competent in worst situation.

4. A Resource for Life

When you have a mentor, they really become your mentor for life.  It does not matter if you move up and on, 

that connection will still always be there.  Once you have “made it” there never becomes a point where you 

know it all and don't need any more help.

5. Show Appreciation

Any good (and smart) mentor is not going to take time out of their busy life to invest into you for free.  You 

don't have to pay your mentor financially, but you need to offer them some value in return for their time.

Rohit Singh
MBA Part  - IINNNN

End of Era !!

If love is defined by that which gives without expecting anything in return, then I guess we love our cricketers.

We skip classes or call in sick to work to watch them roar, we wake up at odd hours of the night to cheer them on, 

we spend countless evenings fighting away on Internet bulletin boards defending our favorites against their 

critics, and we feel elated by their success and crestfallen at their failure. And all this we do for total strangers, 

who would walk by us at best or get their security detail to show us aside at worst, if our paths ever crossed. It's 

all crazy, but then that's what they say about love.

Little Master captures the imagination of a generation of schoolboys, myself among them, who, for the first 

time, saw the projection of their cricketing fantasies realized in the real world, cricket played as it is played in 

boyhood dreams — sixes, fours and never a step taken back. Sachin became cricket. Cricket became Sachin!! 

And that's how it stayed. He was hope. The nation switched its TV sets on when he came to the middle. They 

were switched off when he walked back. 

There are few phenomena in the history of sport that stay alive through generations. There used to be a 

generation of football fans who boasted that they saw Pele play soccer live in action, and tell other soccer fans 

what they have missed in their life. And there used to be a generation of boxing fans who thrived on telling 

everyone that they saw Muhammad Ali, the greatest, play boxing live in action.

Many years from now, I and people of my generation would, perhaps, look back and tell young cricket fans of 

that time that I belonged to the generation of cricket fans who saw Sachin Tendulkar play cricket. He is the 

reason why India is so full of cricket fanatics. And that, I think, is his greatest achievement!

Prasad Bahirat 
MBA Part- II
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Logo Evolution of 25 Famous Brands

SHELL

The Shell gas station brand logo started out in 1900 as a literal inked clamshell drawing but 

has gradually become a smooth red and yellow styled shell. The colors and shape are so 

distinct, Shell doesn't even write its name on the logo anymore.

(Current logo) 

MICROSOFT

In 1992 the Windows 3.1 logo was a literal window with four panes and a black frame that broke into tails on one 

side like a meteor. It remained the same until Windows XP was released in 2001. The Windows XP logo was 

minimalized down to just the four colored windowpanes floating with no frame – distinctly Windows but much 

simpler.

(Current logo) 

1900 1904 1909 1930 1948

1955 1961 1971 1971 19951995

19951978 19951987
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VOLKSWAGEN

The original VW logo from 1939 featured bumped teeth around the circle to make it 

look like a gear, with long arms rotating around the circle. The arms and gear bumps 

were eliminated by the time WWII ended and in 2000, VW colored the logo blue and 

silver.
(Current logo) 

NIKE

A single curved line that goes thicker at one end, officially known as "the Nike Swoosh." Nike 

used to include its name with the Swoosh but the distinct shape works on its own – 

minimalism at its finest.

(Current logo) 

PEPSI

Pepsi's original logo was red script on white. Pepsi introduced a red, white and blue 

round bottle cap to their design in 1950. They swapped the fancy script for clean black 

lettering in 1962. The bottlecap stylized into a circle with colored stripes by 1972 and 

as of 2011, the striped circle stands alone as Pepsi's logo.

(Current logo) 

<1939 1939 1960 1967

1978 1995 1999

1971 1978 1985
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WALMART

In 1962, Walmart began its business with a simple logo that consisted of its 

brand name in a font that is available to its printer. Over the years, the logo 

remained almost the same except for the use of different fonts and colors. 

It was until 2008, which was the last time they altered the logo, that 

Walmart used both caps 

and small caps to spell out its brand name, included its company tagline as well as placed a yellow star-like 

symbol on the side of its name.

(Current logo) 

RENAULT

Renault's logo began as a medallion with the founders' initials in 1900. The next two 

logo designs that follow indicated the products they were selling, namely automobiles 

(1906) and tanks (1919). Four years later, the logo took a turn for their design and 

replaced it with a grill that found commonly at the front of a vehicle. It was not until in 

1925 that Renault adopted the diamond shape logo which we recognize today. In 1946, 

their signature yellow color is added into the logo. After further modifications over the 

next half of the century, the latest Renault logo was created in 2007 (Current logo) 

1898 1905 1906 1940 1950

1962 1973 1991 1998

1962

1964

1968

1981

1992

2008
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CANON

Canon's first logo was indeed very different from what follows over the years. 

It was a depiction of the Buddhist's Goddess of Mercy sitting on a lotus flower, 

with her thousands of arms and surrounded by flames. The next logo in line 

only retained its 'Kwanon' brand name, using unique typefaces. By 1935, 

Canon's logo was changed to that of 'Canon'. That logo was progressively 

refined till 1956, when it becomes the logo we see today.
(Current logo) 

IBM

The merging of two companies' logos (International Time Recording Company and 

Computing Scale Company) resulted in the first official IBM logo in 1911. It was not 

until in 1947 that IBM created its well-known typeface logo. After a little 

modification in 1956, and another final change in 1972, IBM finally settled down 

with its current blue horizontally-striped logo.

(Current logo) 

1900 1906 1919 1923

1925 1946 1959 1972

1992 2004 2007

1934 1934 1935 1953 1956
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Mercedes Benz

The three-pointed star symbol was only incorporated into Mercedes-Benz's logo in 1909, 

after two previous logos. In 1933, a circle was included that enclosed the star. Then, the logo 

pretty much remained the same as the one we identify today.

(Current logo) 

Supriya Kasar
MBA Part -1
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1926 1933 1989 2009
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The 10 Companies With the Best CSR Reputations

Invited about 47,000 consumers across 15 markets to participate in a study that ranked the world's 100 most 

reputed companies--all multinational businesses with a global presence.  

The study found that 42% of how people feel about a company is based on their perceptions of the firm's 

corporate social responsibility (CSR). 

Knowing how important it is to a corporation's overall reputation. Institute should decide separately and honor 

the firms with the best CSR.

 Here are the top 10. Companies with the best CSR reputation.

1. Microsoft. 6. Daimler (Mercedes-Benz).

2. Google. 7. Volkswagen.

3. The Walt Disney Company. 8. Sony.

4. BMW. 9. Colgate – Palmolive.

5. Apple. 10. Lego Group.

Paresh Thakur
MBA Part - I
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A Good Student

A - Always liked by teacher

G - Greets everyone with smile

O - Obedient

O - Outstanding

D - Dress neatly

S  -  Studious

T  -  Talented

U  -  Understanding

D  -  Deligent

E  -  Eager to learn new things

N  -  Never misbehaves

T  -  Truthful

Namrata Gandhe
MBA Part - I
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8 Reasons Why Your Business Needs A Professional 

Website

1. YOUR SMALL BUSINESS WILL GAIN CREDIBILITY

Today, more and more consumers use the internet to 

search for the products or services they need. Your small 

business will gain credibility by having a website

2. A WEBSITE SAVES YOU MONEY

As a small business owner you probably think you can't 

afford a professional website, but you can't afford NOT 

to, compared with the cost of a newspaper ad, when you 

consider the potential market you can reach with a 

website, it is a very cost effective way to promote your 

business.

3. IT WILL ENABLE YOU TO KEEP YOUR CUSTOMERS 

INFORMED

Think of your website as being your online brochure or 

catalogue. It is much easier and quicker to update information about your products and services on your 

website than in print material. Unlike print ads which quickly become outdated, your website can provide 

current information and news.

4. IT IS ALWAYS ACCESSIBLE

A website is available to both your regular and potential customers 24/7/365 providing them with the 

convenience of reviewing your products and services when your store or office is closed. With today's busy 

lifestyles, this is a great selling point when making a purchase decision.

5. A WEBSITE MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO TARGET A WIDER MARKET

Whether you provide products or services, your website will provide an alternative location to sell them. Don't 

forget, even cars and houses sell online!

6. IT PROVIDES A MEDIUM ON WHICH TO SHOWCASE YOUR WORK

No matter what type of business you're in, a website is a great place to showcase your work. By including a 

portfolio or image gallery, as well as testimonials about your work, you can demonstrate what makes your 

business unique.

7. A WEBSITE SAVES YOU TIME

Providing information to your customers takes time, whether it's on the phone, face-to-face, in a brochure, or in 

emails. Time is money!

8. IT IMPROVES CUSTOMER SERVICE

By including a FAQ page, adding articles or uploading newsletters to answer all your customers' questions you 

can keep them up-to-date. What better way to provide them with value added service than by sharing 

information on your website?

Prasad Bahirat
MBA Part- II
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that correlates highly with loyalty, sales, and 

profitability.

6. Targeting becomes personal: With consumers 

craving – and expecting – more, and more 

customized and personalized products, services 

and experiences, brands that better respond to real 

consumer expectations, will find consumers 

engaging with brands that are able to personalize 

messaging and outreach.

7. Digital done right: With digital diversification 

getting bigger, and with more channels, brands need 

to shift their question from “should I be here?” to 

“what should I do now that I am here?” Success will 

be linked not to outreach, but brand differentiation 

and emotional engagement.

8. Content is King, Too: Content marketing will 

become a specialty unto itself. Tools like the Digital 

Platform GPS will optimize placement and help 

brands distinguish the difference between paid, 

owned, and earned media, more important when it 

comes to dealing with contextual relevance and 

strategically navigating brands in digital space.

9. Mobile optimized: In 2011 Brand Keys trends 

identified that mobile would move mainstream. For 

2014 brands need to adapt strategies and delivery 

Brand and Marketing Trends For 2014

It was management consultant, Peter Drucker, who 

advised the best way to predict the future was to 

create it. Creating new things being difficult, the 

next best way is to have access to validated and 

predictive loyalty and emotional engagement 

metrics to help point the way. And after examining 

over 100,000 consumer assessments, identified 14 

critical trends to help marketers create their own, 

successful futures next year.

1. Consumers expect more: Over the past 5 years 

consumer expectations have increased on average 

20%. Brands have kept up by only 5%, a big gap 

between what's desired and what's delivered. The 

ability to accurately measure real, unarticulated 

expectations will provide significant advantages.

2. Attention must be paid to brands: Increased 

expectations come with a greater sense of product 

and service commoditization. You may be known, 

but you need to be known for something meaningful 

and important to consumers.

3. Category is King: Brands will stop trading away 

category-specificity for cross-category generalities 

in how they target, strategize, and execute content. 

To engage smarter, high-expectation consumers, 

brand wills need to be smarter about specific 

category values they can leverage.

4. Brands will get emotional: Values that drive the 

brand decision process to have become more 

emotionally-driven. In most categories the rational 

aspects are price-of-entry. Successful brands will 

identify what emotional values exist in their 

category, and utilize them as a foundation for 

meaningful differentiation.

5. Real brand “engagement” defined: For too long 

engagement has been associated with attention 

levels. Successful marketers will link “engagement” 

to how efforts increase how well the brand is 

perceived versus the Category Ideal, and a metric 
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mechanisms, content and flow of communications 

to match increased consumer multi-tasking and 

multi-screen behavior.

10. Fewer tedious texts: More visually literate 

consumers will move from text outreach to more 

image-based connections. Visual content will 

become more important in creating viral marketing 

campaigns, with brands becoming more attentive to 

image-sharing initiatives and platforms.

11. Micro becomes mainstream: Micro videos will 

continue to rise in popularity and use.

12. Integration intensification: Brand marketing 

and digital budgets will fuse as teams work jointly 

and cross-silo. Multi-platform traditional and digital 

models will require social media integration into all 

marketing efforts, including customer experience, 

design, sales, and product development.

13. Data deceleration: Data aggregations for 

traditional and digital will become more integrated 

and streamlined, allowing brands to better separate 

the “wheat from the chaff.” Big Data will actually get 

smaller and more compact. And more useful.

14. The funnel flattens: What used to be a “purchase 

funnel,” that became a “path-to-purchase,” will 

become an extraordinarily category specific “multi-

p a t h - t o - p u r c h a s e . ”  C o n t e n t  a n d  v a l u e  

communication with the right platforms in the right 

way will become the only way to create emotional 

engagement – and profitability.

Abhishek Deshpande
MBA Part - 1NNNN

The Makings of a Great Salesperson

Convincing people to buy things that they've never 

heard of or probably don't need is not an easy job. 

While many sales people struggle to get though the 

process, some can masterfully hook customers 

and sell products and services with ease. So what 

does it take to be a great salesperson?

However, regardless of industry vertical, there are 

some changes that you need to make in yourself if 

aim to become a great salesperson:

Smile, no matter what

A smile conveys power and charisma, and can attract 

buyers you normally wouldn't have thought of as 

potential customers. Whatever the situation, a 

salesperson needs to learn how to smile in an 

authentic and spontaneous manner.

Understand human nature

Understanding human nature and human thought 

processes can be the most complicated of tasks, and 

a salesperson has to hone this skill at every instance.

Customers may ask several questions about the 

product, often in a negative or downright nasty 

manner, but it is your skill of responding to them 

that will change their perception. 
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Be a good listener

You may have already heard this many times over, 

but to understand your customer better, you need to 

give all your attention to what he or she says or is 

trying to say. Listening is a skill that will take you far, 

whether in building relationships with your 

customers or with others in your life.

Don't talk too much

Generally, we believe that as a salesperson, we need 

to talk a lot. That's not so. Building credibility and 

Prasad Bahirat 
MBA Part - II

rapport is best done when you talk less and choose 

your words carefully. You need to make sense to 

your customers, not overwhelm them with your 

verbosity.

Don't overpromise

Great salespeople never overpromise; this is what 

makes the product or service exceed customer 

expectations. Overpromising can actually 

overwhelm customers and prospects and make 

them doubt your ability to deliver. 

NNNN
Bitcoin – A New Digital Currency

Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer payment system and digital 

currency introduced as open source software in 2009 by 

pseudonymous developer Satoshi Nakamoto. It is 

acryptocurrency, so-called because it uses cryptography 

to control the creation and transfer of money. 

Conventionally "Bitcoin" capitalized refers to the 

technology and network whereas "bitcoins" lowercase 

refers to the currency itself. Bitcoins are created by a 

process called mining in which participants verify and 

record payments in exchange for transaction fees and 

newly minted bitcoins. Users send and receive bitcoins 

using client software on a personal computer, mobile 

device or web application. Bitcoins can be obtained by mining or in exchange for products, services, or other 

currencies.

Bitcoin has been a subject of scrutiny due to ties with illicit activity. In 2013 the FBI shut down the Silk Road 

online black market and seized 144,000 bitcoins worth US$28.5 million at the time.[9] The United States, 

however, is currently considered to be Bitcoin friendly compared to other governments. In China, new rules 

restricted bitcoin exchange for local currency, and the European Banking Authority has warned that Bitcoin 

lacks consumer protections.  Bitcoins can be stolen, and charge backs are impossible.

Commercial use of Bitcoin, illicit or otherwise, is currently small compared to its use by speculators, which has 

fueled price volatility. Bitcoin as a form of payment for products and services has seen growth, however, and 

merchants have an incentive to accept the currency because transaction fees are lower than 2–3% typically 

imposed by credit card processors.
Atul Patil 

MBA Part -1
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5 Steps to Overcome “Survivor Syndrome”: Managing 

Employee Productivity in the Wake of Layoffs and 

Restructuring

1) Communicate the layoffs quickly and consistently:

?Make the announcement to all employees 

at the same time. This will avoid 

misinformation and rumors spreading 

across the organization. 

?Explain the business rationale for the 

layoffs and why they had to be done. This 

enfranchises employees, helps them 

honestly understand the realities of the 

situation, and be part of the solution. 

?Ensure consistency of message in all 

communications (with employees, press, 

investors, etc). Stay on point. 

2) Discuss the impact with the affected individuals

?Explain specific impact of layoffs on individuals.  Managers should meet with individual 

employees and discuss how the layoff affects their job and role. This creates a more personal 

environment and provides time for employees to ask candid questions and raise concerns. 

3) Intensify focus on employee development

?Engage remaining employees by reinvesting in training & development.  Evaluate short-term skill 

gaps caused by the layoffs and create opportunities to close those gaps. 

?Create individual development plans for high performing employees to strengthen their 

engagement and retention. 

4) Track employee engagement more frequently

?Deploy short pulse surveys to track engagement in the periods following the layoff. Do not rely 

solely on an annual (or less frequent) all-employee survey. 

?Conduct focus groups in areas where pulse surveys show lower engagement. 

5) Measure performance accurately

?Evaluate viability of performance management system and compensation philosophy in the light 

of new organization. 

?Ensure that each unit has appropriate performance goals and measures, and that individual 

employees are held accountable for any additional responsibilities. 

Ashwini Parsewar  
MBA Part - 1
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“Bole toh Gandhigiri Zindabad”

It is a sad statement in India that in recent times, 

Gandhi's teachings only found a contemporary 

platform in Bollywood's 'Munnabhai' film series. 

That said, we have to give due credit to Sanjay Dutt 

for underscoring Mahatma Gandhi's ideals to a 

generation that seems to have forgotten them.

The 'Gandhigiri' that Sanjay Dutt's character 

Munnabhai colloquially refers to is, in fact, the 

philosophy of Gandhism. Gandhi's philosophy was 

based on three basic tenets – 'satya' (truth), 

'satyagraha' (the path of uncompromising truth) and 

'ahimsa', which pertains to Gandhi's tenet of 

nonviolent resistance. It is a powerful philosophy 

that literally changed the course of Indian history.

So, does it all end with a series of formulaic Hindi 

movies? Not really. If we think about it, the teachings 

of Mahatma Gandhi have contemporary relevance in 

today's business environment as well. In a company 

where Gandhian principles underlie a workforce's 

perception of work, social ethics, moral discipline 

and human relations, nothing much can go 

wrong.Compassion and diplomacy have their place 

even in the hardest situations of corporate life. 

Guided by Mahatma Gandhi's principles, the art of 

negotiation assumes almost magical hues. To 

illustrate – we know that Gandhi boycotted foreign 

goods not only to defy the British, but also to boost 

to the local Indian economy by promoting the use of 

'khadi' and other indigenous products.

By making himself accountable in this way, Gandhi 

practically demonstrated the very essence of 

corporate social responsibility. In fact, CSR in India 

saw its beginning in the Gandhian concept of 

holding companies through a trust instead of by 

individuals.

Gandhism is not an obsolete social concept, and it is 

certainly more than just a populist gimmick to sell a 

movie franchise. It remains a revolutionary tool in an 

increasingly mercenary business environment. 

Some of the best corporate institutions in India, such 

as Tata, were inspired by Gandhi's philosophy. All of 

us can adopt and harness its power. After all, when 

we speak of globalization, we are speaking of 

integration – not fragmentation. And integration is 

what Gandhi was all about.
Lalsingh Rajput 
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Mistake

If a Barber makes a mistake

It is a new style

If a doctor makes a mistake

It is an Operation

If a engineer makes a mistake

It is a new Venture

If a parents makes a mistake

It is a new Generation

If a politician makes a mistake

It is a new law

If a tailor makes a mistake

It is a new Fashion

But if a teacher makes a mistake

It is an accident of the Future society

Namrata Gandhe
MBA Part - I
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How to negotiate a higher salary for a new job in 2014

The job market has finally started picking up, with 

34 of 42 countries surveyed by the Manpower group 

showing a net increase in the projected headcount 

for the first quarter of 2014.

Here's how taking an intelligent approach will help 

you get a good salary in your new job:

Do not forget to negotiate

By accepting the initial offer from your employer 

without negotiating, you could lose a significant 

amount in your job life that you are worthy of and 

entitled to. If your employer is impressed by your 

skills and aptitude, they will always leave room for 

some negotiation on the initial offer they have 

extended.

Take a patient approach

Always be positive in your approach while 

negotiating your salary with your employer. Acting 

with caution and showing patience can give you the 

upper hand in your negotiations.

Meet your employer halfway

Be polite in your approach and be ready to 

compromise, if necessary retreating a step from 

      Apurva Nerkar 
       MBA Part - II

your demands. Meeting the employer halfway on the 

offer can crack the deal.

Be conversant with your new workplace

It is not advisable to enter into a negotiation with the 

prospective employer without obtaining this basic 

knowledge.

Get advice from experts

It is always a good practice to ask for advice from 

experts, as well as professional recruitment 

consultants. They are usually updated on industry 

standards and can offer great suggestions.

Forget your last salary

Never stake your claim on the basis of the last salary 

you drew in your previous job. If this is your first job, 

you should not stake your demands on your 

financial needs. 

Demonstrate how you will add value

The basic goal of an employer is to have you add 

value to the organization when they employ you. It is 

necessary that you indicate how you are going to add 

value to the enterprise through your services, skill 

and knowledge.

Bhagwaan Kahan Se Ho

Kapde Ho Gaye Chote, Sharm Kahan Se Ho !

Aanaj Ho Gaya Rasaynic, Swad Kahan Se Ho !!

Bhojan Ho Gaya Dalda Ka, Takat Kahan Se Ho !

Neta Hua Kurshi Ka, Deshmukhi Kahan Se Ho !!

Fool Huye Plastic Ke, Khusboo Kahan Se Ho !

Chehra Hua Mekup Ka, Rup Kahan Se Ho !!

Shikshak Huye Tution Ke, Vidya Kahan Se Ho !

Program Huye Channel Ke, Sanskar Kahan Se Ho !!

Insaan Hua Paiseon Ka, Daya Kahan Se Ho !

Pani Hua Chemical Ka, Gangajaal Kahan Se Ho !!

Sant Huye Suwarth Ke, Satsang Kahan Se Ho !

Bhakt Huye Suwarth Ke, Bhagwaan Kahan Se Ho !!

Shaikh Asif
MBA Part -1

Best Quotes

Bhagwaan Ki Nazar Me Wo Insaan Bada Nahi.

 Jo Lako Rupaye Kamaye

Balke Wo Insaan Bada He Jo Lako Ka Dil Jeete

Shaikh Asif
MBA Part -1
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Human Resource Management and Achieving 

Management Objectives

The objectives of managements, the ways in which 

enterprises are managed to achieve these objectives 

and the human resource management (hereinafter 

referred to as "HRM") and industrial relations 

(hereinafter referred to as "IR") initiatives in this 

regard, are affected by pressures, many of which are 

exerted by globalization. Changes in IR practices 

(rather than in institutions and systems) such as 

increased collective bargaining at enterprise level, 

flexibility in relation to forms of employment as well 

as in relation to working time and job functions have 

occurred as a result of such factors as heightened 

competition, rapid changes in products and 

processes and the increasing importance of skills, 

quality and productivity. These factors have also 

had an impact on HRM policies and practices. In 

managing change, the key elements include 

employee involvement in effecting change, greater 

customer orientation, and ensuring that the skills of 

employees are appropriate to the production of 

goods and the provision of services acceptable to the 

global market. As such, managing people in a way so 

as to motivate them to be productive is one 

important objective of HRM. The implications and 

consequences of globalization include the following: 

1. C o u n t r i e s  a r e  m o r e  e c o n o m i c a l l y  

interdependent than before, particularly in view 

of foreign direct investment interlocking 

economies, as well as increased free trade. The 

inability of economies to be 'self-sufficient' or 

'self-reliant' or 'self-contained' has been 

accompanied by a breakdown of investment and 

trade barriers.

2. Governments are increasingly less able to control 

the flow of capital, information and technology 

across borders. 

3. There has been de-regulation of financial and 

other markets, and the integration of markets 

for goods, services and capital such as the 

European Community. 

4. It has led to the de-nationalization of enterprises 

and the creation of global companies and global 

webs. 

5. Production of goods and services acceptable to 

the global market, and the convergence, to a 

great extent, of customer tastes across borders 

determined by quality. 

6. The need to achieve competitiveness and to 

remain competitive in respect of attracting 

investment, goods and services.

This means, inter alia, the necessity for high quality 

skills at all levels to attract high value-added 

activities, as distinct from cheap labour low value-

added ones, and improvements in productivity.

 Enterprises driven by market pressures need to 

include in their goals improved quality and 

productivity, greater flexibility, continuous 
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What according to you are the loopholes 

a candidate should avoid while creating a resume?

One must highlight the suitability for the position 

being applied. Recruiters always focus on finding 

the right fit for the job; profiles which match the role 

position have the best chance for being interviewed. 

Few don'ts in a resume: 

?Avoid lengthy resume, best resumes are of 1-

2 pages. Don't make it verbose, keep it brief 

and relevant. 

?Avoid repeated reference of  past  

achievements, should focus on recent 

experience and achievements. 

?Avoid fancy fonts and bold letters, spelling 

and grammatical errors. 

?Don't include personal information on age, 

height, weight, date of birth, marital status, 

gender, health, religion, state or political 

affiliations in the resume. 

?More that 7-8 years of employment history is 

avoidable and redundant for the recruiter. 

?Salary information should be avoided, 

provide only if asked for. 

?Reference should be provided only when 

asked for. 

?Avoid usage of personal pronouns (I, my, me). 

?Avoid generic information; provide specific 

and quantifiable values wherever possible. 

?Don't put hobbies and non-relevant 

information as it's often seen as space filler. 

Apurva Nerkar 
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innovation, and the ability to change to respond rapidly to market needs and demands. Effective HRM is vital for 

the attainment of these goals. Improved quality and productivity linked to motivation can be achieved through 

training, employee involvement and extrinsic and intrinsic rewards. The growing interest in pay systems geared 

to performance and skills reflects one aspect of the increasing significance of HRM in realizing management 

goals and a gradual shift from collectivism to the individualisation of pay.

Pratik Naik 
MBA Part - IINNNN

?Don't provide incomplete information on 

anything being mentioned in the resume. 

?Don't overemphasize your academic 

background or one particular experience. 

Don't start with academic background, 

unless you have started your professional 

career in the last 1-2 years. 

?Don't just provide the start date of your 

previous job, provide complete tenure detail. 

Any incomplete information must be 

avoided. 
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Why HR Needs To Move To Mobile Recruiting

The world has skipped a generation of evolution and 

has moved to smart phones faster than anticipated, 

by mid of 2013 India outpaced Japan as the third 

largest smartphone market in the world. The 

candidates in future will move to mobile and they 

may not use the traditional desktop to apply for 

jobs, so if you are not there forget about attracting a 

large chunk of candidates.

Five simple things to do

1. Optimize your career site for mobile usage, 

get hold of your IT department and ask 

them to do a responsive design so that the 

site is simple and clutter free, remember 

mobile screens are not as big as desktops!

2. Make your application process mobile 

friendly, never ending list of questions and 

multiple transition screens are definitely a 

put off for mobile users. 

3. Hire a mobile expert in your team so that 

you can get the new changes quickly to the 

market; the technology is changing very fast 

in this segment so limit your investment. It 

will be a good idea to keep it lean initially 

and thereafter relook at it every six months.

4. Piggy bank on good work, No point in 

inventing everything in house and winning 

an award There are great technologies in the 

market place which you can embed in your 

career site, try using Skype on your career 

site so that the candidates can do a video 

interview instead of coming down to your 

office

5. Connect the hiring manager, the team the 

candidate will work with through the web 

platform. This will give the candidate a 

realistic job preview and using instant 

messaging the questions can be answered 

real time. Engaging candidates early on 

Riddhi Anand 
MBA Part - II

using mobile platform can increase job to 

offer ratio and reduce new hire turnover.

6. Mobile recruiting is an untapped blue ocean 

for employers to constructively and 

emotionally engage connected with the next 

generation of talent, Job seekers have 

definitely made a shift and its time that 

companies move or they will miss the bus.

A Poem Dedicated To Mother

Ghutno Se Rengte-Rengte , 

Kab Pairo Pe Khada Hua.

Teri Mamta Ki Chaav Main, 

Na Jaane Kab Bada Hua.

Kala Tika, Dhudh-Malai, 

Aaj Bhi Sab-Kuch Waisa Hain.

Ek Main Hi Main Hu Har Jagah, 

Pyaar Ye Tera Kaisa Hain ?

Seedha-Saadha, Bhola-Bhala, 

Main Hi Sabse Acha Hu.

Kitna Bhi Ho Jaau Bada ”Maa!” 

Main Aaj Bhi Tera Bacha Hu…!!!

Shaikh Asif
MBA Part -1
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Women in Leadership Roles

Why is gender diversity at the workplace important? 

One could cite any number of politically correct 

reasons. However, those have already been done to 

death by others. Also, they are not necessarily why 

gender diversity at the workplace – especially in 

leadership positions – is essential.

Our workplaces need gender diversity because men and 

women are, by nature wired differently. In other words, 

each gender comes with some unique capabilities (and 

also 'incapabilities'). This has a direct bearing on 

leadership abilities. To elaborate on this:

The qualities that define a woman are trust, sincerity, 

truthfulness and authenticity. In times of conflict, such 

as in war, these qualities do not work well. History has 

been defined by power struggles and wars, which is 

where the man's abilities to be forceful, devious and 

ruthless served a larger purpose. This is why it now 

appears to be a male-dominated world.

Woman should never try to imitate man, because 

imitation is always imitation – never equality. There are 

unique qualities of female leadership that the most 

effective women leaders possess:

?Women leaders are more assertive and 

persuasive

Pooja Shetty
MBA Part - II

?They have a stronger need to get things done 

and are more willing to take risks than male 

leaders

?Women leaders are more empathetic and 

flexible, as well as stronger in interpersonal 

skills than their male counterparts. This helps 

them to read situations accurately and take 

information in from all sides

?Women leaders are more effective at bringing 

others around to their point of view,  because 

they genuinely understand and care about 

where others are coming from

?Women leaders demonstrate a more 

inclusive, team-building leadership style of 

problem solving and decision-making

?Women leaders are more likely to ignore rules 

and take risks

?Women are more capable of turning 

challenges into opportunities

?

?The leadership style of women is not simply 

unique but possibly also more valuable in business. 

The male approach of domination as a leadership 

style is becoming less and less popular. There is a 

new growing appreciation of the traits that women 

use to keep families together and to organize 

volunteers to unite and make change in the shared 

life of communities.
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Money Saving Tips for college students
?Buy or rent used textbooks and sell last semester's books 

back.

?Don't make impulse purchases.

?Never go grocery shopping when you're hungry.

?Limit the number of times you eat out monthly.

?Cut out vices – smoking is terrible for you and expensive.

?Always pay bills on time to avoid late fees.

?Walk, use public transportation or ride a bike instead of 

having a car.

?Live with others so you can split rent and utilities.

?Cut out expensive cable packages you don't need.

?Shop where they offer student discounts. There are so many 

places that offer discounts to students with a school ID.

?Don't buy unnecessary school supplies. Why buy 

cumbersome notebooks when you can type on your laptop? 

It's better for the earth anyway!

?Go to class. You're paying for it and skipping is like throwing money out the window!

?Drink water instead of Cola. It's free and better for you, anyway.

?Open a savings account that earns interest. Credit unions have fewer fees and are great for students.

?Use a free tool, like FinAid's Student Budget Calculator or the one offered by Mint.com, to keep track of 

your finances. It's harder to be frivolous when you see where your money is going.

?Never take out a loan for anything that's unrelated to your education.

?Consider becoming a resident advisor. Many get free room and board. Snehal Kamble 
MBA Part- II

Success

S –  See your goal & set a purpose.

U– Understand the problems & also

difficulties.

C – Clean your doubts & pears.

C – Create a positive attiotude & atmosphere.

E – Emphasize an attitude to go head.

S – Saty on track & chase the goal.

S – Show the world you can do it & be a winner 

Abhinandan Dhanyakumar Girmal
MBA Part- I
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Inventors of Famous Programming Languages 

1. Joe Armstrong — Creator of Erlang.

2. John Backus — Inventor of Fortran.

3. Alan Cooper — Developer of Visual Basic.

4. James Gosling — Developer of Oak, the precursor of Java.

5. Anders Hejlsberg — Developer of Turbo Pascal, Delphi 

and C#.

6. Alan Kay — Pioneering work on object-oriented 

programming, and originator of Smalltalk.

7. Yukihiro Matsumoto — Creator of Ruby.

8. John McCarthy — Inventor of LISP.

9. Bertrand Meyer — Inventor of Eiffel.

10. John von Neumann — Originator of the operating system 

concept.

11. Martin Odersky — Creator of Scala, and previously a contributor to the design of Java.

12. Dennis Ritchie — Inventor of C. Unix Operating System, Plan 9 Operating System.

13. Rochester — Inventor of first assembler (IBM 701).

14. Guido van Rossum — Creator of Python.

15. Bjourne Stroustrup — Developer of C++.

16. Ken Thompson — Inventor of B, Go Programming Language, Inferno Programming Language, and Unix 

Operating System co-author.

17. Larry Wall — Creator of the Perl programming language 

18. Niklaus Wirth — Inventor of Pascal, Modula and Oberon.

Swapnil Sawalkar
MBA Part - INNNN

Local Body Tax

Local Body Tax, popularly known by its abbreviation as LBT, is the tax imposed by the local civic bodies of India 

on the entry of goods into a local area for consumption, use or sale therein. The tax is imposed based on the 

point 52 of the State List from the Schedule VII of the Constitution of India which reads; "Taxes on the entry of 

goods into a local area for consumption, use or sale therein." The tax is to be paid by the trader to the civic 

bodies and the rules and regulations of these vary from state to state within India.

The tax is to be paid by a registered trader within 40 days. As per the rules, every trader whose annual turnover 

of purchase and sales of the goods included in the taxable schedule is not less than  5,000 and if the annual 

turnover of purchase and sales of all the goods is not less than  1,00,000 (one lakh) is supposed to be registered 

with the local civic body i.e. municipality. The payment of the tax is to be done by the trader through an online 

portal, cheque, demand draft or by cash to a designated bank account or special counters opened for the same 

by the civic bodies.

Atul Patil 
MBA Part -1
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5. Simulate an Eyebrow Flash

An eyebrow flash is a universal signal of recognition 

and acknowledgment according to Goman. After 

making an eye contact raise your eyebrow slightly to 

simulate an eyebrow flash. This will further increase 

the level of familiarity and comfort between you and 

the interviewer setting the stage for a continuous 

and stress-free conversation. 

6. Lean Forward Slightly

Goman recommends leaning forward slightly when 

answering interview questions or when listening to 

what the interviewer is saying. This non-verbal cue 

communicates engagement and genuine interest. Be 

careful not to lean too much as the interviewer might 

feel you are starting to invade his/her privacy. 

7. Shake Hands

Handshakes vary from culture to culture but in the 

business world, the standard for a good handshake 

is pretty much the same. The hand should clasp the 

other hand with equal pressure and with fingers 

down or at a slight angle. Curl your fingers around 

the other person's hand so both the index finger and 

the thumb point toward each other. Hold the 

interviewer's hands in a comfortable duration, not 

too short and not too long. If in doubt, remember to 

mirror the handshake of your interviewer – give 

them a strong handshake or a gentle handshake 

when they do. Supriya Kasar 
MBA Part 1
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Body Language Tips to Ace Your Job Interview

1. Adjust Your Attitude

Goman talks about the importance of adjusting your 

attitude in a short video available on her website. She 

talks about the importance of warming up for an 

interview even before you meet and talk to the 

interviewer. She stresses the value of making a 

conscious effort to project positive personas such as 

friendliness, happiness, approachability, and 

curiosity. She adds that making a conscious choice 

of good attitude while waiting for the interview to 

start ensures you embody that attitude even after 

walking inside the interview room.

2. Stand Tall

Posture is another strong non-verbal cue. Stand tall 

with your back straight, your shoulders pulled back 

and your head held high. Standing tall fuels your 

confidence and empowers you further by making 

you feel good about yourself. 

3. Be Generous With Your Smile

Goman talks about the smile as a sign of welcome 

and a great way to convey friendliness and 

approachability. The moment you meet your 

interviewer, get ready to share with them your smile 

and be generous with it. A genuine smile helps 

activate the reward center in the brain making it easy 

for the other person to talk to you and listen to what 

you have to say. 

4. Make Eye Contact

The eyes are the windows to the soul. Making and 

maintaining an eye contact with the hiring officer or 

the employer indicates interests and transmits 

positive energy. In the video, Goman says that eye 

contact helps convey openness that can 

dramatically increase your likability factor. She 

suggests looking at the person's eyes long enough to 

notice what color they are. 
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Group Discussion (GD) - Skills Evaluated

Group discussion is an important dimension of the 

selection process. Any institute requires students to 

work with others for effective functioning. 

Therefore, people skills are an important aspect of 

any MBA program.

In today's context, the educational institutes and 

organizations are interested in team players rather 

than individual contributors. During the Group 

Discussion, the panel essentially evaluates the 

candidate's potential to be a leader and also his/her 

ability to work in teams. Remember that institutes 

are typically on the look out for candidates who will 

inspire to lead and succeed and for that you need to 

be a good team player.

Here is a sample list of skills assessed during a group 

discussion:

Leadership skills: 

Ability to take leadership roles and ability to lead, 

inspire and carry the team along to help them 

achieve group's objectives.

Example: To be able to initiate the group discussion, 

or to be able to guide the group especially when the 

discussion begins losing relevance or try to 

encourage all members to participate in the 

discussion.

Communication skills: 

The participating candidates will be assessed in 

terms of clarity of thought, expression and aptness 

of language. One key aspect is listening. It indicates a 

willingness to accommodate others views. 

Example: To be able to use simple language and 

explain concepts clearly so that it is easily 

understood by all. You actually get negative marks 

for using esoteric jargons in an attempt to show-off 

your knowledge.

Interpersonal skills:

Is reflected in the ability of the individual to interact 

with other members of the group in a brief situation. 

Emotional maturity and balance promotes good 

interpersonal relationships. The person has to be 

more people centric and less self-centered.

Example: To remain cool even when someone 

provokes you with personal comment, ability to 

remain objective, ability to empathize, non-

threatening and more of a team player.

Persuasive skills:

Ability to analyze and persuade others to see the 

problem from multiple perspectives without hurting 

the group members.

Example: While appreciating someone else's point of 

view, you should be able to effectively communicate 

your view without overtly hurting the other person.

Problem solving skills:

Ability to come out with divergent and offbeat 

solutions and use one's own creativity.

Example: While thinking of solutions, don't be afraid 

to think of novel solutions. This is a high- risk high-

return strategy.

Conceptualizing skills:

The ability to grasp the situation, take it from the 

day to day mundane problem level and apply it to a 

macro level.

Example: At the end of the discussion, you could 

probably summarize the findings in a few sentences 

that present the overall perspective.

Kshitija More 
 MBA Part- 1 
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Redefine Your Limits – Live to your Full Potential

We are limited by the beliefs we set in our mind, history shows that successful people are able to break these 

shackles and unleash their potential. The difference is the “T” between Can Do and Can't Do. The “ T ” is your 

Thought.

Achieving your Potential 

Steve Jobs was one of the best examples of breaking free of boundaries set by human mind; he questioned the 

traditional thoughts and his failure and unleashed his potential to create history.

Where do these Self Limiting Beliefs come from?

These beliefs may have a represented a valid limit in the past, like your inability to write a speech when you were 

a toddler. As you grow you learn / unlearn skills and progress in life, it would have been logical to move beyond 

the original limitations set by you. Incidentally for some of us, this does not happen and we continue to hold on 

to them.

Thoughts which ground you to do the same things day in day out and blame destiny for it will never allow you to 

live fullest to your potential.

So what are your Self Limiting Beliefs?

It is difficult to think outside the set beliefs. We use our beliefs to predict the future as connection is old data 

and experiences. You must look at things differently, Try to identify your self-limiting beliefs and see how you 

can break free of them.

How long have you been jumping just to the height that keeps everybody happy, without taking the risk of 

trying that little bit harder? Occasionally it may be worthwhile to bang your head against the limit; you may 

discover that the barrier is no longer there.

Sourabh Singi 
MBA Part - II

College – Kurukshetra

1st year : Naya Daur & Awara

2nd year : Badmash

Friendship Day : Yarana

Rose Day : Haseena Man Jayegi

Valentines Day : Kaho Na Pyar Hai

Gathering : Hungama

Fish-Found : Kabhi Kushi Kabhi Gum

Study : Dil se

Oral : Mujhe Kuch Kehna Hai

Remedial Exam : The Burning Train

Result : Tomorrow Never Dies

Exam : Lagaan

Subject Topper : Khiladi

Class Topper : Khiladiyon ka khiladi

University Topper : International Khiladi

Degree Holder : Waqt Hamara Hai

Subject Back : Khiladi 420

Year Down : Phir Milenge

Abhinandan Dhanyakumar Girmal
MBA Part- I
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Tips for Effective Communication

?Focus fully on the speaker, his or her body language, 

and other nonverbal cues. If you're daydreaming, 

checking text messages, or doodling, you're almost 

certain to miss nonverbal cues in the conversation. If 

you find it hard to concentrate on some speakers, try 

repeating their words over in your head—it'll reinforce 

their message and help you stay focused.

?Avoid interrupting or trying to redirect the 

conversation to your concerns, by saying something 

like, “If you think that's bad, let me tell you what 

happened to me.” Listening is not the same as waiting 

for your turn to talk. You can't concentrate on what 

someone's saying if you're forming what you're going to say next. Often, the speaker can read your facial 

expressions and know that your mind's elsewhere.

?Avoid seeming judgmental. In order to communicate effectively with someone, you don't have to like 

them or agree with their ideas, values, or opinions. However, you do need to set aside your judgment and 

withhold blame and criticism in order to fully understand a person. The most difficult communication, 

when successfully executed, can lead to the most unlikely and profound connection with someone.

?Show your interest in what's being said. Nod occasionally, smile at the person, and make sure your 

posture is open and inviting. Encourage the speaker to continue with small verbal comments like “yes” or 

“uh huh.”

Kshitija More
MBA Part - 1 NNNN

10 Tips to Boost Your Interview Skills

Even the smartest and most qualified job seekers 

need to prepare for job interviews. Why, you ask? 

Interviewing is a learned skill, and there are no 

second chances to make a great first impression. So 

study these 10 strategies to enhance your interview 

skills.  

Practice Good Nonverbal Communication 

It's about demonstrating confidence: standing 

straight, making eye contact and connecting with a 

firm handshake. That first nonverbal impression 

can be a great beginning -- or quick ending -- to your 

interview. 

Dress for the Job or Company 

Today's casual dress codes do not give you 

permission to dress as "they" do when you interview. 

It is important to know what to wear to an interview 

and to be well-groomed. Whether you wear a suit or 

something less formal depends on the company 

culture and the position you are seeking. If possible, 

call to find out about the company dress code before 

the interview. 

Listen 

From the very beginning of the interview, your 

interviewer is giving you information, either directly 
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or indirectly. If you are not hearing it, you are 

missing a major opportunity. Good communication 

skills include listening and letting the person know 

you heard what was said. Observe your interviewer, 

and match that style and pace. 

Don't Talk Too Much

 Telling the interviewer more than he needs to know 

could be a fatal mistake. When you have not 

prepared ahead of time, you may ramble when 

answering interview questions, sometimes talking 

yourself right out of the job. Prepare for the 

interview by reading through the job posting, 

matching your skills with the position's 

requirements and relating only that information. 

Don't Be Too Familiar

The interview is a professional meeting to talk 

business. This is not about making a new friend. 

Your level of familiarity should mimic the 

interviewer's demeanor. It is important to bring 

energy and enthusiasm to the interview and to ask 

questions, but do not overstep your place as a 

candidate looking for a job. 

Use Appropriate Language 

It's a given that you should use professional 

language during the interview. Be aware of any 

inappropriate slang words or references to age, race, 

religion, politics or sexual orientation -- these topics 

could send you out the door very quickly. 

Don't Be overconfident

Attitude plays a key role in your interview success. 

There is a fine balance between confidence, 

professionalism and modesty. Even if you're putting 

on a performance to demonstrate your ability, 

overconfidence is as bad, if not worse, as being too 

reserved. 

Take Care to Answer the Question

When interviewers ask for an example of a time 

when you did something, they are asking behavioral 

interview questions, which are designed to elicit a 

sample of your past behavior. If you fail to relate a 

specific example, you not only don't answer the 

question, but you also miss an opportunity to prove 

your ability and talk about your skills. 

Ask Questions 

When asked if they have any questions, most 

candidates answer, "No." Wrong answer. Part of 

knowing how to interview is being ready to ask 

questions that demonstrate an interest in what goes 

on in the company. Asking questions also gives you 

the opportunity to find out if this is the right place 

for you. The best questions come from listening to 

what you're asked during the interview and asking 

for additional information. 

Don't Appear Desperate 

When you interview with the "please, please hire me" 

approach; you appear desperate and less confident. 

Reflect the three Cs during the interview: cool, calm 

and confidence. You know you can do the job; make 

sure the interviewer believes you can, too.

Kshitija More
MBA Part - I
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Top 10 Qualities of a Great MBA Student

Today, an MBA is one of the most sought-after 

graduate degrees and is the most popular online 

degree program. But though it is increasing in 

popularity, it is still as rigorous and challenging as 

ever. To succeed in a competitive MBA program, an 

MBA candidate should have certain characteristics, 

and here, we profile the top 10 qualities of a great 

MBA student:

1. Commitment and Focus:

An MBA program isn't a cakewalk, and the most 

successful students are the ones who are absolutely 

committed to the program and to their own career 

goals. Keeping a strong focus on your goals will help 

you maximize your program's offerings and give you 

the most bang for your buck throughout the 

program.

2. Communication Skills:

Any effective business leader has to have great 

communication skills, and it certainly helps if those 

communication skills are honed before starting b-

school!

3.  Creativity:

Some of today's top businesses are those who think 

"outside the box" and develop ingenious solutions to 

common problems. An MBA candidate should be 

very creative and be able to come up with innovative 

and realistic ideas for their organization.

4. Decision-Making Skills:

A key aspect of leadership and management is being 

able to make effective decisions and think quickly on 

your feet. This is something that any good MBA 

candidate will need to have during school to 

successfully complete assignments and participate 

in activities.

5. Discipline:

To get a good grasp of the material and to make sure 

the work is being completed, you'll need to have 

great time management skills and be able to keep 

yourself in check.

6. Entrepreneurship:

The most successful MBA students and business 

leaders have a strong sense of entrepreneurship. 

They are interested in being innovative and have a 

strong commitment to success. They are driven and 

extremely motivated.

7. Ethics:

The most successful business leaders are those who 

practice with sound ethics in mind, and ethics are 

key to getting through business school, as well. In 

addition to understanding why good business 

decisions are made on the basis of ethical codes, it's 

important to work within your schools and your own 

ethical guidelines.

8. Leadership:

An MBA is a degree designed for those interested in 

leadership roles in their organizations, so the best 

candidates for an MBA will have strong leadership 

skills as well as an interest in increasing such skills.

9. Logical Analysis:

Many MBA courses involve logical thought 

processes, and thus, the most successful students 

have a strong sense of logical analysis. 

10. Team-Oriented:

Just as a successful business is the work of all its 

employees, so is the work of an MBA candidate. MBA 

students will often be called upon to work in teams 

on various projects, and a great student will be able 

to handle the group work without a problem.
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What mistakes do candidates generally make during 

interviews?

One must try and put his/ her best foot forward for the interview. Very often, candidates fail to clear the 

interviews due to inaccurate or incorrect information given in their resumes. Interview panel focuses on key 

traits and behaviour, which a candidate must demonstrate to succeed in the position being interviewed for. 

Sometimes, candidates end up discussing about areas in which they have little knowledge and experience. Too 

much of self-talk can also be seen as a negative attribute if the role needs a good team player. This shows them 

in bad light.

It's always better to start with areas of your strength, show a positive approach and accept wherever you are 

unsure of the right answer. Interviewers do not expect candidates to answer every question; they also assess the 

forthrightness, professional behaviour, team work and work ethics of the candidate. One should avoid bad 

mouthing previous employer or talk negative about previous work experiences.

Often candidates start discussing compensation and benefit related aspects even before the final offer has been 

made. These questions should be taken up only when asked about or when the final round of interview is 

conducted. One must keep his answers succinct, focused to the subject in discussion to avoid any long rambling 

conversations.

Soft skills are very critical for individual success in any role. Interviewers focus on assessing the team work, 

group behaviour and leadership ability of individual through various case studies, questions on past 

experiences and also seek examples where the candidate has displayed these key attributes to successfully 

accomplish the goals.

To perform a role successfully, one must display fair understanding of behavioural aspects and good 

communication skill. As one moves up in career ladder, soft skills become critical differentiator to perform 

senior manager and leadership roles.

Jisha Nair 
MBA Part - IINNNN
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Dosti  
Dosti To Sirf Ek Ittefaq Hai,

Ye To Dilon Ki Mulakat Hai,

Dosti Nahi Dekhti,

Din Hai Ki Raat Hai,

Isme To Sirf Wafadari Aur Jasbaat  Hai!

Jaise Taron Ke Sath Aakash Hai

Waise Sache Dosti Ke Sath vishvas Hai

Dil Ki Nazron Se Dekhoge Agar

Wo Har Waqkt Aapke Pass Hai

Tumse Doori Ka Ehsaas Jab Satane Laga,

Tere Saath Guzra Har Lamha Yaad Aane Laga,

Jab Bhi Tumhe Bhulne Ki Koshish Ki,

Ae Dost Tu Dil Ke Aur Paas Aane Laga.

Ek Phool Bhi Aksar Baag Saja Deta Hai,

Ek Hi Sitara Sansar Chamka Deta Hai.

Jahan Duniya Bhar K Rishte Bhi KaamNahi Aatey,

Wahi Ek Dost Jindagi Bana Deta Hai.

Mat Kar Dost Apni Girl Friend Se Itni Mohabbat,

Woh Aankhon Se War Karti Hai,

Maine Dekha Hai Uski Aankhon Me,

Woh Mujhse Bhi Pyar Karti Hai

Aapki Dosti Ki Ek Nazar Chahiye;

Dil Hai Beghar Use Ek Ghar Chahiye

Bas Yun Hi Saath Chalte Raho Ae Dost;

Yeh Dosti Hume Umar Bhar Chahiye

Dost Ko Bhulana Galat Hai,

Unhi Ka Zindagi Bhar Saath Hai.

Agar Bhul Gaye To Khali Haath Hai,

Aur Agar Saath Rahe To Zamana Kahega,

Kya Baat Hai!

Hum To Sirf Aapki Baat Kiya Karte Hain,

Har Dhadkan Pe Aapka Naam Liya KarteHain,

Aap Ho Hume Apni Jaan Se Bhi Pyare,

Tabhi To Waqt Bewaqt Yaad Kiya KarteHain.

Phoolon Mein Gulab Achhaa Lagta Hai,

Sapno Mein Khwab Achhaa Lagta Hai,

Aap Hamein Sms Bhejte Rahe,

Hame Aapka Yeh Andaz Achaa Lagta Hai.

Chehre Par Sweet Smile Hai,

Hath Mein Rapchik Mobile Hai,

Mobile Par Sms Ki Zhakas File Hai,

To Fir Reply Na Karna Yeh Kya Bhav

Khane Ki Nayi Style Hai?

Bahut Pyari Hai Awaz Tumhari

Banado Isse Qissmat Hamari

Mein Zindagi Mein Aur Kya Chahoon

Agar Mil Jaye Dosti Tumhari

Ye Dosti Ke Risthe Bhi Ajeeb Hote Hai

Sab Apne Apne Naseeb Hote Hai

Rehte Hai Jo Nighao Se Dur

Wahi Dil Ke Kareeb Hote Hai

Bhool Se Kabhi Hamein Bhi Yaad Kiya Karo,

Pyaar Nahi To Shikaayat Hi Kiya Karo,

Itna Bhi Geir Na Samjho Ki Baat Hi Na Kiya Karo,

Phone Nahi To Text Hi Kar Diya Karo!!!

Rohit Singh
MBA Part - II 

How to Have an Attitude

1. Don't make it obvious that you want to have a 

better attitude. 

2. Talk to the mirror like you just don't care, like 

you are fighting with someone.

3. Speak loudly and clearly and have good posture 

and eye contact.

4. Think about what others say for a split second 

and talk.

5. Be assertive. You have to show you're not 

afraid. Be outgoing and be argumentative, and 

just a little bit aggressive. People have to see 

you as a leader, and you have to show you're a 

strong person.

6. Be decisive and take charge of things in a 

group. You're a leader. Don't be shy and quiet, 

just speak your mind, don't be afraid to talk or 

to say something stupid.

7. Make sure to show attitude in your eyes too.

Blessy Varghese
MBA Part - II
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Live Life To The Fullest

Life is not always a bed of roses,

It is a combination of petals, leaves, and thorns.

Some situations act as a thorn in our life,

But it is up to us how to react to life and death.

Life is beautiful and short,

So learn from a tree, about standing tall.

When the world around us feels like full of demons,

There will always be a different world filled with 

angels.

Be kind and gentle as a lamb,

But don't ever forget to be brave as a lion.

Some days can be dark and gloomy,

Remember that there is always some sunshine which 

makes life bright.

You don't need to be good at everything,

Try to be the best in any one thing.

Success is hard to get if you don't attempt,

Because if you don't try, then the only thing left is the 

pain of the opportunity that you let go.

If you are not unhappy about your failure,

Then the hardest thing to gain is the joy of 

accomplishment.

The road to success is not straight,

But it is one's perseverance that helps us travel on 

that road, despite the twist and turns.

Blessy Varghese
MBA Part - II

College Days

Kab milenge naa jane hum,

Yaaron fir se sabhi!! 

Laut kar ab naa aayege woh masti bhare din kabhi,

Ho dil ye apna kahe ki ae doston!!

I am really gonna miss this place! 

I am gonna miss my college days!!

Yaad hai woh saare lectures,

Humne jo bunk kiye the!

Proxy kaa pakda jaana,

Ho lafde kya kam kiye the!

Milke likhna woh journal,

Or submission last minut par!

Exams ki woh taiyaari!!

Ho likna woh 3 ghante

Or bahar aake woh kehna

Saala kya bekar paper set kiya tha yaar

Milta 1st class kabhi yahan

To lagti thi KT kabhi 

Laut kar ab naa aayege woh masti bhare din kabhi 

Ho dil ye apna kahe ki ae doston 

I am really gonna miss this place 

I am gonna miss my college days

Yaad aayege teachers humko dil se humesha,

Yaad aayega ye campus or iski apni duniya! 

Ho yaad aayega humesha ye aashiyaan!!

I am really gonna miss this place, 

I am gonna miss my college days!!

Blessy Varghese
MBA Part - II
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True Facts

As long as we don't forgive people who have hurt 

us, 

They occupy a RENT-FREE SPACE IN OUR MIND

Life is similar to Boxing game. 

Defeat is NOT declared when you fall down; 

It is declared when you refuse to 'Get Up'! 

Sometimes WRONG persons teach RIGHT LESSONS

Everything is valuable only at two times: 

 Before getting it; and 

After losing it!!

Two things bring happiness and success in life: 

The way you MANAGE when you have nothing, and 

The way you BEHAVE when you have everything !

Two places are MOST VALUABLE in the world: 

The NICEST place is to be in someone's Thoughts, 

and 

The SAFEST place is to be in someone's Prayers.

One of the greatest victories you can gain over 

someone 

is to beat him at politeness. 

Keep your face to the Sun, 

And you will not see the shadow!

A Deaf child says: “For all of you, I am deaf; 

But for me, all of you are dumb…” 

Moral: Life differs in each perspective.  Live the 

way you want to.

Attitude at its best: 

My BACK is not a VOICE MAIL.. 

 Kindly say on my FACE.

Ego is the only requirement to destroy any 

relationship. 

 Be a bigger person; skip the “E”, and let it “go”..!! 

One good thing about Egoists: 

They don't talk about other people!

Do you know why God didn't give us the gift to 

read 

others' minds? 

So that, 

We could have the chance to “TRUST”, 

And privilege to be “TRUSTED”! 

We have solutions to all the problems, 

When they are not ours !!! 

I asked God: “If everything is already written in 

Destiny, then WHY should I pray?” 

God smiled and said: “I have also written- 

CONDITIONS APPLY…”!!! 

Empty pockets teach millions of things in life… 

But full pockets spoil us in million ways !!!

Getting angry is punishing yourself for the 

mistakes of others! 

Trust is like a STICKER. 

Once it is removed, it may stick again, 

But NOT as strong as it holds when you first 

applied it..! 

Always take care of relations.

Everything about the future is uncertain, 

But one thing is sure: 

God has already arranged all our tomorrows… 

We just have to TRUST HIM TODAY!!

 NEVER win people with Arguments, rather defeat 

with your Smile! 

Because people who always wish to Argue with 

you, 

cannot bear your Silence!!! 

The search for happiness is one of the main 

sources of 

unhappiness.

Diplomacy is an art of telling people to go to hell 

in such a way that 

they tend to ask you for directions..!!

If a drop of water falls on a Lake, its identity is 

lost; 

If it falls on Lotus leaf, it shines like a Pearl. 

Drop is the same; but the company matters. 

Our HOPES should be like Hair and Nails. 
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No matter how many times they get cut,  But they 

never stop growing.

If you walk the way guided by humans, you will 

find hopeless end; 

and if you walk the way guided by God, you will 

find endless hope.

Memories are always special… 

 Sometimes we laugh by remembering the days we 

cried; 

And we cry by remembering the days we 

laughed…!!! 

That's Life!

Sea is common for all… 

 Some take pearls, 

Some take fishes, 

Some come out just with just wet legs! 

World is common to all; what we get, is whet we 

try for!

Life is very complicated… 

When you have standards, people call it 

ATTITUDE; 

When you are simple, people try to CHEAT you; 

and

When you cheat others, people call you SMART!

To smile without condition, 

To walk without intention, 

To give without reason, and

To care without expectation,

Are the beauties of any relation! 

All communication problems are because 

we don't listen to understand; we listen to 

reply…!!!

'There are many languages on earth, Smile speaks 

them all.' Keep Smiling

Rohit Singh
MBA Part - II    

NNNN

Two Bodies and 

One Soul

Sharing a heart, filled with feelings..

Being Together..Understanding each other..

One-to-One eye contact and Holding Hands,

With dancing Heart-Beats and Heavy Breaths..

Smiling Faces and Silent Lips…

Only the Heart Speaks and the Heart feels..

Happiness lye..Lye within Us..

O Lord it's a Beautiful Feeling..!!!!!!!!

With Daily prayers that should last Forever..

Which resides in – Two Bodies and One Soul

Isha Bhatia
MBA Part - II

Impossible Love

I can feel her eyes on me

I turn around

A blush creeping to my cheeks

She is there

I smile

My whole face red with embarrassment.

Her eyes gaze past me,

And then I realize

It's not me, but another

Those eyes are destined for.

My face flushes with a new kind of embarrassment

For thinking that someone would look at me

In that way again,

Impossible.

Prasad Bahirat 
MBA Part - II
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Gazal

Nazar se nazar tum milakar to dekho

Hame haledil tum sunakar to dekho

Kabhi meri khatir kabhi khud ki khatir

Ye khidki se parda hatakar to dekho

Chalege kadam se milakar kadam hum,

Zara haath aage badhakar to dekho

Pata to chale muhabbat hai kitni

Kisi waqt tum aazmakar to dekho

Pasand to nahi tumko ashaar lekin

Meri gazale tum gungunakar to dekho.

Shaikh Aabid 
MBA Part -I

India
Kashmir for looking

Chennai for cooking

                   Kerala for Dance

                   Mysore for Romance

Ahmedabad for Mills

Nagaland for Hills

                     Mumbai for Beauty

                     Delhi for Majesty

Bengal for Writing

Punjab for Fighting

                 Bihar for mines

                 Himachal for pines

Gujarat for wealth

M. P. for health

                 Andrapradesh for working

                 Maharashtra for learning

This is my India

I love my India.

Dattatraya Mane
MBA Part -I

Why ????????????

Why life has many Twist and Turns,

Why it gives Happiness in the Beginning and 

Sorrows at the End..

Why nature has not given us the power to know..

People from within..

And whom to trust and whom not…

Why ?? Why ?? Why ????

My Questions remains unsaid !!!!!!!!!!!

Why it feels lonely,

Why memories keep arising, making us still,

Why people keep blaming,,,

Why?? Why ?? Why??????

My Questions still remains unsaid !!!!!!!!!

Now Nothing is left,,

Everything vanished and people left,

Now no more hopes…

No more new Horizons..

My life remains DARK..

Why it happens why me ????

Why ?? Why ?? Why??

I think….

My Questions will be Forever Unsaid….!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Isha Bhatia
MBA Part - II
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Rupee’s downslide : How it will impact You.

                       Moving from Bad to worse, the Indian 

rupee hit new Historic Low of 68.75 against the us 

doller $ in intraday trade Wednesday on Sluggish 

local stocks and continued doller demand from 

importers.

                       Deutsche Bank has said in a note that 

rupee may slide to 70 to doller in the month or so, 

although some revival is Expected by the End of year.

                       To Restrict the outflow of foreign 

currency, RBI had, However on August 14 

announced stem measures including Curbs on 

indian firms investing abroad and outward 

remittances by resident indians.

           Strong demand of US currency from 

importers & banks, continous capital outflow, 

widening current a/c deficit and doller’s strength 

against other currencies overseas amid Expectation 

that the federal Reserve will soon taper its bond-

buying Programme has put Pressure on rupee.

                      Whether the currency would find its 

stable level or will continue to slide further remains 

a tricky question.

Impoters / Exporters

                Impoters will strongly fee the Pinch falling 

rupee as they will be forced to pay more rupees on 

importing product. conversely, a feeble rupee will 

bring delight to the Exporters. as good Exported 

abroad will fetch dollers which in return will 

translate into more rupees. also, a weak rupee will 

make indian produce more competitive in global 

markets which will be frailful for india’s Exports.

 

(a) Imported Goods - Buying imported stuff will 

become a very costly affair. You will have to shell out 

extra on impoted goods for Example - for instance if 

you bought a produce valued USD 1, you paid 

around Rs.54 (months ago) but you will now have to 

shell out close to Rs.68 for same product.

(b) Fuel Price - A weak rupee will increase the burden 

oil Marketing companies (ONCs) & this will surely be 

passed on the consumers as companies are allowed 

to do so following deregulation of Petrol & Partial 

deregulation of diesel. If the ONC increase fuel 

prices, there will be subsaintial increase in overall 

cost of production which will stoke up inflation. 

( c ) RBI’s monetary Policy - If the depreciation in 

rupee continues, it will further increse inflation. In 

such situation RBI will have very less room to cut 

policy rates. No cut in policy rate will add to 

borrower’s woes who are eagerly waiting to get rid of 

Highloan regime.

(d) Students studying abroad - student who studying 

abroad will bear the brunt most owing to 

depreciating rupee. Expenses incurred towards the 

university/college fees as well as that of living will 

shoot up, thereby spelling a huge burden on 

students.  

(e) Tourism - The depreciating rupee will surely be a 

dampener if you are planning your Holiday abroad. 

Your travel charges as well as Hotel Charges will 

Escalate drastically, let alone shopping & other 

miscellaneous spending activity.

(f) Overseas Indians - Money saved is money Earned. 

Depreciation of rupee is certainly a good news for 

overseas indians. Those working abroad can gain 

move on remitting money to their Homeland.

Chatali Sutar
MBA Part -I
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AmB© - ~m~m§Zr Amåhmg OrdZ {Xbo

nU OrdZ H$go OJmdo ho Vwåhr {eH${dbo 

AmB©- ~m~m§Zr Amåhmg OodUmMo VmR> dmTy>Z {Xbo

Vo OodU H$go Am{U {H$Vr Im`Mo ho Vwåhr {eH${dbo 

AmB© - ~m~m§Zr Amåhmg g¨ñH$ma {Xbo

nU Vo g¨ñH$ma H$go {Q>H$dm`Mo Vo Vwåhr {eH${dbo 

AmB© - ~m~m§Zr Amåhmg _moR>o hmoVmZm nm{hbo

nU VwåhrM Iè`m AWm©Zo Amåhmg _moR>o Ho$bo 

AmB©- ~m~m§Zrhr Am_À`mH$S>o qH${MV ñdmWu AnojoZo n{hbo

nU VwåhrM gmao Am_À`mgmR>r {ZñdmWunUo Ho$bo 

ñdm_r {VÝhr OJmMo AmB©- ~m~mnwT>o PwH$bo

Vo AmB© - ~m~mhr Am_À`mgmR>r Vw_À`mnwT>o PwH$bo

{ejH$ :-
(Marathi Kavita for Teacher )

Rupa Kadam
MBA Part - I

AmB©

VohVrg H$moQ>r Xod gmao

VwÂ¶mV AmB© nm{hbo

VwÂ¶m ~ÔbMo ào‘ ho

‘mÂ¶m S>moù¶mVyZ dm{hbo

ñdV… Cnmer amhÿZ

Kmg ^adrbm ‘bm

Am¶wî¶mV øm ‘mÂ¶m

\$³V AmB© Vw nm{hOo ‘bm

CÝhm VmÝhmVyZ AmB© Vy

AZdmUr [\$abrg ‘mÂ¶mgmR>r

‘mPo Am¶wî¶ \$³V VwÂ¶mMgmR>r

OÝ‘ ¿¶mdm AmB© VwÂ¶mM nmoQ>r

Mahesh Kulkarni
MBA Part -I
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{‘Ìmg....
{à¶ {‘Ìmg...

ZmV§ Agmd§ {‘Ìm 

ZwgV§M ImV§ ZH$mo

~±Ho$À¶m ~§X hmoUmè¶m nmZmgmaI§

{à¶ {‘Ìmg....

~§Y Agmdo {‘Ìm

ZwgVoM J§Y ZH$mo

~mQ>brVë¶m ZH$br g|Q>gmaIo

H$mJXr \$wbm§À¶m emonrggmaIo

{à¶ {‘Ìmg....

‘¡Ìr Agmdr {‘Ìm

nmdgmir N>Ìr ZH$mo

VmËnwaVr gmW XoUmar

Amnë¶mM Amgdm§Zr {^OdUmar

{à¶ {‘Ìmg....

ào‘ Agmd§ {‘Ìm

ZwgV§M ZmQ>H$ ZH$mo

Jmoï>rVë¶m b~mS> H$moëô¶mgmaI§

{eVmgmR>r O‘Umè¶m ^yVmgmaI§

Akshay Mahajan
MBA Part -I

Aìì¶m³V ào‘

gm§Jm¶M§ hmoV§ ~aM H$mhr,

YmS>g ‘mÌ Pmb§ Zmhr.

‘ZmV bnbob§ ào‘ ‘mP§,

AmoR>m§daVr Amb§M Zmhr.

VwÂ¶mH$S>o nmhVmZm

{Xdg g§nbm H$ib§M Zmhr

Vw Xÿa OmVmZm, Wm§~dm¶M§,

YmS>g Pmb§M Zmhr.

Xwgè¶mMr Vy hmoVmZm,

eãXM ‘bm gwMbo Zmhr

Aì¶³V ‘mPo ào‘ ‘bm

ì¶³VM H$aVm Ambo Zmhr........

Dhairyashil Jadhav
MBA Part -I
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H$mhr Jmoï>r amhþZ Joë¶m

H$mhr Jmoï>r amhþZ Joë¶m

Am{U H$m°boO g§nm¶bm Amb§

H$ib§M Zmhr ho XmoZ df© H$go g§nbo

Am{U H$mhr Jmoï>r amhþZ Joë¶m

Og§ H$s,

H$m°boOÀ¶m n{hë¶m bo³Mabm

ao½¶wba ¶oU§ amhÿZ Job§

H$m°boOÀ¶m H$Q²>Q>çmda ~gyZ

Q>mB©‘nmg H$aU§ amhÿZ Job§

H$m°boOÀ¶m H°$ÝQ>rZ ‘Ü¶o

dS>mnmd ImU§ amhÿZ Job§

g~{‘eZ gmR>r bo³Ma ~§qH$J H$aU§ amhÿZ Job§.

AmVm \$³V Caë¶mV Ë¶m AmR>dUr

gaV§ df© ‘ZmV Ka H$ê$Z OmV

Caboë¶m AmR>dUrV gdmªZm {‘g H$aVo

ho gm§Jm¶M§ amhÿZ Job§

gd© Q>rMg© H$Sy>Z

Iyn H$mhr {eH$bmo nU

Ë¶m§Zm W±³g ~mobU§ amhÿZ Job§

Poonam Chalake
MBA Part -II

Ehgmg

ê$R>Vr JB© dh Cgo ‘ZmVm ahm

MbVr JB© dh Cgo ê$H$mVm ahm

amoVr JB© dh Cgo h±gmVm ahm

{Xb H$mo h‘oem g‘PmVm ahm

¶o ß¶ma Zht XmoñVr h¡

{H$Vm~m| go CbPVr JB©

‘¢ h‘oem Enjoy H$aVm ahm,

Lecture ‘| h‘oem ~¡R>Vm J¶m

‘¢ Nw>n-Nw>n H$a CgH$s ‘XX² H$aVm ahm

{OÝXJr go ^r Á¶mXm Cgo Amn ‘|  ImoOVm ahm

hwa ^r {Xb H$mo h‘oem g‘PmVm ahm,

¶o ß¶ma Zht XmoñVr h¡

h‘oem Cggo [‘bZo College OmVm ahm,

XmoñVm| go Á¶mXm Lecture ‘| ~¡R>Zo bJm,

{H$Vm~| ^r XmoñV ~ZZo bJr,

{~Zm H$ho ‘¢ ~XbZo bJm, {\$a ^r

{Xb H$mo h‘oem g‘PmVm ahm

¶o ß¶ma Zht XmoñVr h¡,

na XmoñVr H$m Xÿgam Zm‘ ß¶ma hr Vmo h¡

Chaitali Sutar
MBA Part -I
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O~ VbH$ Am±Io Iwbr h¡, V~ VbH$ ‘¢ Or aht h±ÿ 

a§Om§ Jy Ho$ Bg Oab H$s, Bg ZOa go nr ahr h±ÿ

noadVr hÿ± amoO gyaO EH$ {H$aU Ho$ gmW AmVr

Ea bhÿ Ho$ {H$aU bo Ho$, dmo a§J ‘wPH$mo S>amVr

AmO OmZo ³¶m KQ>rV hmo, ³¶m {bE gyaO C{XV hmo

Z¶Z nQ> H$mo ImobZo H$mo, dmo ‘wPo ‘O~ya H$a Xo

em¶X {H$gr H$mo AmO {\$a ‘¢, amoVo {~bIVo XoI b±yJr

{\$a H$hr em¶X {H$gr H$mo Owë‘ H$aVo XoI by±Jr

Wo COmbm ‘wPH$mo amoeZr go Xÿa bm¶m

³¶m| JB© dmo amV H$mbr ³¶m| dmo gyaO ~Zm¶m

H$‘ hmo H$‘ gnZo Vmo AmVo ‘¢ ~§X Am±I| H$me H$aVr

Am¡a gyaO EH$ Va\$ go ‘w±h {N>nm Ho$ H$me T>bVm

~odOh ~XZm‘ h¡ ¶o amV {H$ JhamB©¶m±

H$‘ go H$‘ {XZ go ^br ¶o h±gr VZhmB©¶m±

BZ JwZmhm| go Hw$Mb H$a Am¡a gwZ H$a Ìmhr ñna H$mo

MmhVr h±ÿ MrI by , na ‘¢ em¶X ZtX Im{Va BZ b~mo§ H$mo 

grb aht h±ÿ

O~ VbH$ Am±Io Iwbr h¡ V~ VbH$ ‘¢ Or aht h±y

Jyoti Kumari
MBA Part -I

‘m± Vw‘ H$hm± Mbr JB© hmo....

AZOmZo ‘| JbVr hmo Z nmEJr,

{Xb H$s XþAm ‘§Oya hmo OmEJr,

Am±Im| go {ZH$bo Am±gy ê$H$ Z nmE±Jo,

‘m± Ho$ Am±Mb ‘| qOXJr ¶±whr {ZH$b OmEJr,

‘m± EH$ ~ma JbVr H$mo ‘m\$ H$a Xmo,

{Xb H$s JhamB©¶m| H$mo gm\$ H$a Xmo,

Facebook ‘| AZOmZo bm|Jm| ‘| ~mV| H$aZo

maa.com ‘| Ty>§T> ahr h±y

VwZo dmXo Vmo ~hmoV {H$E, na ‘wPgo EH$ dmXm Vmo H$a,

O~ ^r ~wbmAm| EH$ ~ma ‘wS>Ho$ ^r XoIm Vmo H$a,

~ma ~ma Am¶Zo ‘| Voar naN>mB© ImoOVr h±ÿ

~ma ~ma VwPgo {‘bZo H$mo VS>n CR>Vr h±ÿ

Eogr ³¶m ZmamOJr ‘wPgo, BVZr Xÿa ³¶m| Mbr JB© ‘wPgo,

‘m± EH$ ~ma JbVr H$go ‘m› H$a Xmo

nmnm, go nwN>Zo na ‘wPgo H$hVo ahVo h¢

‘m± n[a¶m| go Voar {eH$m¶V H$aZo JB© h¡

Mm±X H$mo ~ma-~ma nwN>Vr h±ÿ, dmo Vmo Voao ~mao ‘| Hw$N> Zht 

H$hVm

Am¡a {gVmao ^r Odm~ Zht XoVo ‘m±,

‘m± EH$ ~ma JbVr H$mo ‘m\$ H$a Xmo Zm

Chaitali Sutar
MBA Part -I
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PCET’s
S.B.PATIL INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT

Achievers 2013-2014

SR. NAME OF THE 

NO INSTITUTE AWARDED

NAME EVENT PRIZE 

1 MR. ROHIT SINGH SUMMER PROJECT MMCOE, KARVE 1ST  RUNNER UP
COMPETITION NAGAR, PUNE  & RS. 3000 

CASH AWARD

2 MS. MANJU PANICKER
MS. ANU KURIAN

stMS. PRIYANKA JAGTAP DUMB CHARADES PUMBA,PUNE 1   RUNNER UP
MS. BLESSY VARGHESE

3 MR. DEEPAK SINGH IIMS,
stMEHRA MANAGEMENT QUIZ- CHINCHWAD, 1   RUNNER UP

MR. DINESH WALUNJ CRESCENDO 2014 PUNE
 

st4 MS. ISHA BHATIA ANTAKSHRI - FUSION DR. D.Y. PATIL WINNER - 1
MS. SAYALI PISE 2014 INSTITUTE OF PRIZE & CASH

MANAGEMENT PRIZE
STUDIES, AKURDI, 
PUNE

  
5 MR. DEEPAK SINGH  DR. D.Y. PATIL

MEHRA INSTITUTE OF
stMR. DINESH WALUNJ AD MAD SHOW- MANAGEMENT 1  PRIZE &

MR. TILAK GANGADI FUSION 2014 STUDIES, AKURDI, CASH PRIZE
MR. DATTATRAYA MANE    PUNE

st6 MR. DHAIRYASHIL SINGING - FUSION 2014 DR. D.Y. PATIL 1  RUNNER UP
JADHAV INSTITUTE OF  & CASH PRIZE

 MANAGEMENT 
STUDIES, AKURDI, 
PUNE

7 MR. YASH BADCHIKAR SINGING - FUSION 2014 DR. D.Y. PATIL RUNNER UP
INSTITUTE OF 
MANAGEMENT 
STUDIES, AKURDI, 
PUNE
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8 MR. DEEPAK SINGH 
stMEHRA FOOTBALL ASM GROUP OF 1   PRIZE

MR. GURMEET BHATTI TOURNAMENT INSTITUTES, PUNE
MR. KAUSHAL JAIN
MR. DHIRAJ KALYANKAR
MR. ABHIJEET BHESKE
MR. NILESH POPALGHAT
MR. ABHIJEET NAIDU
MR. NIRANJAN SHINDE
MR. AKSHAY NIGHOT
MR. CHINMAY PADGAONKAR
MR. ABHIJEET SALONKE
MR. ATUL PATIL
MR. SHIVPRASAD SHETTY

st9 MR. NANDLAL PAREEK GROUP DANCE - DR. D.Y. PATIL 1   RUNNER UP
MR. MELSON MATHEW FUSION 2014 INSTITUTE OF & CASH PRIZE
MR. ALLWIN ANTONY MANAGEMENT
MR. DHANESH PILLAI STUDIES, AKURDI
MR. ARUN LOYA
MR. TILAK GANGADI
MR. DATTATRAYA MANE
MR. JUBER SHAIKH
MR. DHAIRYASHEEL 
JADHAV

st10 MS. SANIKA TAJANE AD MAD SHOW P.C.E.T'S 1  PRIZE &
MS. ANJU SAMANT PCCOE,NIGDI CASH PRIZE
MR. CHINMAY PADGAONKAR PUNE
MR. ABHIJEET SALONKE

st11 MS. SANIKA TAJANE BRAND BAAZAR- DR. D.Y. PATIL 1  PRIZE &
MR. DEEPAK SINGH ZION INSTITUTE OF CASH PRIZE 
MEHRA ENGINEERING &

   TECHNOLOGY,
PIMPRI, PUNE  

st12 MR. TILAK GANGADI TREASURE HUNT- DR. D.Y. PATIL 1  PRIZE &
MR. DATTATRAYA MANE FUSION 2014 INSTITUTE OF CASH PRIZE
MR. JUBER SHAIKH MANAGEMENT
MR. GURMEET BHATTI STUDIES, AKURDI
MR. DHAIRYASHEEL 
JADHAV    

st13 MR. DEEPAK SINGH MANAGEMENT QUIZ ALLANA 1  PRIZE
MEHRA INSTITUTE OF
MR. DINESH WALUNJ MANAGEMENT 

SCIENCES, PUNE
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14 MS. ISHA BHATIA NATIONAL S. B. PATIL PAPER
MS. BLESSY VARGHESE CONFERENCE PAPER INSTITUTE OF PUBLISHED IN 

  PRESENTATION MANAGEMENT, PUNE ISBN NO. 978-

15 MR. RENCHU THOMAS NATIONAL S. B. PATIL PAPER
MR. VAIBHAV PHUSKELE  CONFERENCE PAPER INSTITUTE OF PUBLISHED IN 

PRESENTATION MANAGEMENT, PUNE ISBN NO. 978-
81-922746-1-4

 
16 MS. APURVA NERKAR NATIONAL S. B. PATIL PAPER

MS. PRASAD BAHIRAT CONFERENCE PAPER INSTITUTE OF PUBLISHED IN 
MS. RIDHI ANAND PRESENTATION MANAGEMENT, PUNE ISBN NO. 978-

  81-922746-1-4

17 MR. YASH BADCHIKAR NATIONAL S. B. PATIL PAPER
MR. NILESH POPALGHAT CONFERENCE PAPER INSTITUTE OF PUBLISHED IN

PRESENTATION MANAGEMENT, PUNE ISBN NO. 978-
81-922746-1-4

18 MR. PRATIK SHAHA NATIONAL S. B. PATIL PAPER
MR. FAIZAN HUSAINB  CONFERENCE PAPER INSTITUTE OF PUBLISHED IN 

PRESENTATION MANAGEMENT, PUNE ISBN NO. 978-
81-922746-1-4

19 MR. RUPA KADAM NATIONAL S. B. PATIL PAPER
MR. MUSHEER AHMED CONFERENCE PAPER INSTITUTE OF PUBLISHED IN 

  PRESENTATION MANAGEMENT, PUNE ISBN NO. 978-
81-922746-1-4

20 MS. TIJI SARA ABRAHAM NATIONAL S. B. PATIL PAPER
MS. ANU KURIAN CONFERENCE PAPER INSTITUTE OF PUBLISHED IN 

  PRESENTATION MANAGEMENT, PUNE ISBN NO. 978-
81-922746-1-4

TOTAL PRIZES WON = 20

1) First Prize: 7

2) Second Prize: 5

3) Third Prize: 1

4) Cash Prize: 8 

5) National Level Paper Presentation: 7
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RED & BLACK BEST FEMALE ISHA BHATIA
BEST MALE MELSON MATTHEW

PROFESSIONAL OUTFIT BEST MALE KUTTIYAPPAN PILLAI
BEST FEMALE ANU KURIAN

BOLLYWOOD BEST MALE NANDLAL PAREEKH
BEST FEMALE PAYAL NAIK

WESTERN BEST MALE ANOOP ALEX&ER
BEST FEMALE KSHITIJA MOREY

TRADITIONAL BEST FEMALE SHAKUNTALA 
BORHADE

BEST MALE GURMEET BHATTI

BEST BUSINESSMAN GAME: PUSHKAR DAHALE& SAGAR 
MORE
FOOD: MONICA WAJGE& SHRADDHA
VARTAK

BEST MARKETER MELSON MATTHEW

BEST CUSTOMER ALL FACULTIES

BEST DECORATED STALL PAYAL NAIK & HARSHA SUPE

BEST POSTER/ BEST MODEL ISHA BHATIA&  SAYLI PISE

BEST STUDENT COORDINATOR DHAIRYASHEEL JADHAV ANU 
KURIAN& YASH BADCHIKAR

BEST VOLUNTEER MELSON MATTHEW

BEST VOLUNTEER KUTTIYAPPAN PILLAI

BEST VOLUNTEER TIJI ABRAHM

BEST VOLUNTEER RIDHI ANAND

INITIATION AWARD RIDHI ANAND

1.DAYS

2.FUNFAIR

WINNERS OF CULTURAL FEST
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st ndCOMPETITION WINNER 1  RUNNER UP 2  RUNNER UP

BOLLYWOOD QUIZ ISHA BHATIA& SIDDLING RIDHI ANAND & 
 SAYLI PISE PANDARGE & PRIYANKA JAGTAP

PREMRAJ PATHAK

RANGOLI GAMBHIRE SHITAL PAYAL NAIK & ANOOP ALEXANDER
COMPETITION & GANDHE NAMRATA HARSHA SUPE  & ASHWINI GOLAP

  
FACE PAINTING MUSHEER ASHWINI GHOLAP & DEEPAK SINGH 

AHMED& RUPA ANOOP ALEXANDER MEHRA& PAYAL 
KADAM  NAIK

MANAGEMENT KASHIPRASAD RAHUL PATIL TILAK GANGADI & 
QUIZ GUPTA& &NEELKANTESHWAR DATTATRAY MANE

  ABHIJEET NAIDU  DARADE

CREATIVE ANOOP PRIYANKA SHINDE VARSHA  GAIKWAD
COOKING ALEXANDER& & SHITAL & AKSHADA WAGH

 BLESSY GAMBHIRE
VARGHESE  

IN-A-MINUTE MELSON AKSHAY MAHAJAN FAIZAN HUSSAIN
 MATTHEW

MAD-ADS NANDLAL SANIKA TAJANE NILESH
 PAREEK, MELSON, ASHWINI GHOLAP POPALGHAT,FAIZAN
 MATTHEW,, ABHIJEET HUSSAIN,DHEERAJ

ALWIN ANTONY&  SABLE&PRASAD KALYANKAR,POOJA
DHANESH PILLAI BHAIRAT INAMDAR& 

NEERANJAN SHINDE

SINGING DHAIRYASHEEL DHAIRYASHEEL ABHISHEK
 JADHAV JADHAV N POOJA DESHPANDE

 INAMDAR  

BEST PICTURE AKSHAY  NIGHOT ABHIJEET BHESKE VAIBHAV
PHUSKULE

VEGETABLE ANOOP KAMAL GUPTA & JAGRUTIBEN
 ART ALEXANDER& HARSHA SUPE MARATHE&

  ASHWINI GHOLAP  JITENDRA SINGH

TREASURE ANU SAGAR VARHADE, ISHA BHATIA, SAYLI
HUNT KURIAN,NANDLAL AJINKYA PISE, VAIBHAV

PAREEK,DHANESH SANDBHOR,SHWETA 
  PILLAI,ALWIN RAO&LALSINGH PHUSKULE&

ANTONY RAJPUT& MAHESH RENCHU THOMAS
&MELSON GAIKWAD
MATTHEW  

       
CAMEL HUNT AJINKYA VISHAL GAIKWAD SAGAR WARADE

SANDBHOR

DEBATE SUPRIYA KASAR RIDDHI ANAND ISHA BHATIA 
COMPETITION

3.ZING
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BEST OUT OF SANIKA TAJANE &  ANUPAMA PAYAL  NAIK& 
WASTE ANJU SAMANT GHOLAP& HARSHA SUPE

   SHRADDHA VARTAK  

DANCE 
COMPETITION RASHMI PILLAI DHAIRYASHEEL MELSON,

 JADHAV ALWIN,DJ,DATTA,
LOYA,TILAK,AMOL

 BABAR,NANDLAL
 DEEPAK PAWAR& , 
 MAHESH

TAMBE,AKSHAY 
 MAHAJAN&DHANESH 
 PILLAI&LALIT  
 KALASKAR

FASHION SHOW FAIZAN HUSSAIN NANDLAL NILESH
(BEST MALE) PAREEK(II BEST) POPALGHAT& ARUN 

LOYA(III BEST)

FASHION SHOW PRIYANKA POOJA INAMDAR ISHA BHATIA
 SHINDE (II BEST)

(BEST FEMALE) (III BEST)

NNNN
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Industrial Visit / CSR / Teacher’s Day 

An Industrial 
Visit to Sidel 
India Pvt. Ltd

Teac r’s he Day

C R Tr  an at o ,
S - ee Pl t i n  

Sid  Ind a vt. L d
el i P  t

G d warho es

sAn Indu trial Visit 

to Katraj Dairy
A In

l Visi
n dustria

t 

o K traj i y
t a  Da r
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Guest  Lecture  on Management Principles 
by Vivekananda  - Mr. Shirish Limaya

Guest Lecture  by Mr. Samir Pagey and 
Mr. Amogh Soman

Guest Lecture on 
by Mr. Darell Wisbey

Retail Management Guest Lecture on MRP & CRP By Mr. P. Trivedi

Guest Lecture on PERT/CPM by Mr. Mihir Jha

Motivation Session by Mr. Bhupendra Singh Rathore

Guest Lecture / Faculty Development Program 
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Photography

Rushikesh Bidkar MBA PART - I Supriya Kasar MBA PART - I

Vaibhav Phuskele MBA PART - II Yamini Kumari MBA PART - I

Rushikesh Bidkar MBA PART - I Rushikesh Bidkar MBA PART - I
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Shital Gambhire and Namrata Gandhe MBA -Part 1 Rushikesh Bidkar MBA PART - I

Shital Gambhire and Namrata Gandhe MBA - Part 1 Rushikesh Bidkar MBA PART - I



Achievements of Dr. Daniel Penkar, Director SBPIM 
th1. International Education Excellence Award , Dubai  - 18  November, 2013

rd2. Indira Gandhi Sadbhavna Award New Delhi, 3  April,2014
rd3. Certificate of  Excellence Award , New Delhi, 3  April ,2014 

4. Selected as a member of  International Advisory Review Board of  the 

Journal “Asian Journal of  Management Science and Education”, Japan

5. Major Research Projects undertaken, funded by University of  Pune

Achievements of SBPIM Faculty Members

1. SBPIM congratulates Prof. Padmalochan Bisoyi  for publishing a book on 

“Economic Analysis for Business Decisions ”

2. SBPIM congratulates Prof. Deepshikha Satija for qualifying the NET 

examinations successfully.

3. SBPIM congratulates Dr. Shailesh Siddhatekkar for completing his Ph.D. in 

General Management 

Achievements
Awards

2014

Achievements
Awards

2014

Achievements of Dr. Hunsraj Thorat, Research Head, SBPIM 

1. Major Research Projects undertaken, funded by University of  Pune
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